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the Opposition would be; and with
Shakespeare I say we would

.. rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of.

I shall vote against the no-confidence
motion, and support the present Govern-
ment.

On motion. by Mn. BuRGES, debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at six minutes to

10 o'clock, until the next day.

ILegistatibe (gouu It,
Wednesday, 191h July, 1905.
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Tn ACTING PRESIDENT took the
Chair at 4-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

REGULATIONS UNDER WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACT, To DISALLOW.

Ott motion hr' HON. M. L. Moss,
ordered that the resolution pas9sed at the
last sitting, relating to the disallowance
of regulations made under the Workers'
Compensation Act, be transmitted to
the Legislative Assembly and their eon-
currence desireod therein.

QITESTLON-RAILWAY PASSENGER
RATES, ANOMALIES.

I-ON. "K. L. MOSS asked the Colonial
Secretary: In the new Rate Book, have
the anomalies in the passenger rates
from Frernantle been removed, in accord-
a-ace with the Minister's promise made in
reply to my question on the point asked
last session?

* THE COLONIAL SECRETARY re-
plied:. The new Rate Book only deals

1with goods and merchanisie. The pas-
senger book is now under consideration
and revision.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the COLONIAL SEORETARY: 1,

Report, on the Ravenatborpe Smelter, by
o C. Kiug. z, Report on the Progress
of thle Phillips River Goldfield and State
Smelting Works, by the State Mining
Engineer. 3, The Mining Act, 1904-
Regulations. 4, By-laws of the Munici-
palities of Fremantle and North Perth.
5, Copies of Orders in Council authoris.
ing certain transfers under"' The Audit
Act, 1904" (Section 35). 6, Report of
the Education Department for the year
1904. 7, Goldfields Water Supply Ad-
ministration By-laws. 8, Statement of
Receipts and Expenditure of the Fire
Brigades Board for year ended 31st,
December, 1904. 9, Return of the
number of Royal Commissions appointed
by the State Government since 30th
June, 1904, etc.

TU-E COLONIAL SECRETARY ex-
plained1 that thle return asked for by Mr.
Shell was not exactly complete informa-
tion, but it was as complete as he could
get it that afternoon. Seine additional
inform~ation was required, which he would
supply if ample time were given.

MIDLAND RAILWAY AND LANDS PUR-
CHASE, REPORTS.

Hlo&. J. W. HACKEiTT moved that
Ithe adj cured debate onl the motion by,
the Ron. W. Kiugsmill, for production

1of the full report of the board of inquiry
into the extent and value of the Midland
Railway and lands, be farther adjourned
for one week.

HONr. W. T. TiOTON: Certain in-
4formation had been promised in the
Governor's Speech in relation to the
proposed purchase of the Midland Rail-

Iway and lands, and that information
Ishould have been laid before members of
Ithis House at the earliest possible date.
The option in regard to purchase would
expire at the end of the month, and

Itherefore the matter must be decided
within that time under the option. Many

days had elapsed since that promise wasm~d intheGovernor's Speech, and only
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some 12 days remained before the end of
the month for the consideration of this
large and important question ; yet no
information, no details were yet placed
before members. Why were not these
details placed before us, together with
the reports of those gentemen who
had examined and reported on the
character of the land to be pur-
chased Y Members wanted the whole
of the details, in order that they might
properly approach the consideration of
this question, which was one that
should be carefully considered and fully
looked into. He did not desire to say a
word for or against the proposed pur-
chase; but although members had not
the information which they required for
forming an opinion on the question, it
was proposed by an hon. member to post-

pon the consideration of this motion
relating to papers for another week. If
that were done, only five days would
remain till the end of the month for con-
sidering this important question. It was
the duty of the Government to place the
whole of the information before mnembers
long before this date.

TnE COLONIAL SECRETARY
(Hon. J. Mf. Drew): The position was
this. We had only an option till the end
of the month; and there seemed to be a
very great likelihood that we should not
be able to consider the proposal before
the expiration of that time. In any case,
he could assure members that all the in-
formation possessed by the Government
relating to this subject would be available
to members in ample time, before they
were asked to consider the question. He
would guarantee that this information
should be placed before members; and
if any member wished to see the papers
in the meantime, he could do so by call-
ing at the Premnier's office. If these
papers were laid on the table of the
House, the information would appear in
the Press, and certain consequences
might ensue.!fle again assured members
that every opportunity would be afforded
to study the reports, before the House
was called on to deal with the question of
the proposed purchase.

HON. W. T. LOTON: It was extra-
ordinary that the Government should
have practically pledged themselve to the
purchase of the Midland railway and
lands for U. millions, subject to the

approval of Parliament, and yet they
kept the information back from Parlia-
ment. The Government were actually
pledged to the purchase, subject to the
approval of Parliament, and yet they
wer-e not giving an opportunity for mem-
bers to consider the details before being
ask-ed to pass a resolution on the subject.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
fullest opportunity would be given to
members, that was if the question were
to come before Parliament prior to the
end of the month; and as to tbe length of
time that would be reasonable for con-
sidering the question, he thought two
days should be ample.

RON. J. D. CONNOLLY: It was very
unfair to ask Parliament to give its assent
to a proposal of this imiportant nature, in-
volving an expenditure of one and a-half
millions, without full information on the
subject. If the information was to be
shown to every member who chose to call
at the rremier's office, why should not tbe
information be laid on the table of the
House? He asked the Minister to state
definitely what was considered to be
ample time for perusing the papers
before members were asked to deal with
the question.

THE COLONIAL SECRErARY: If
any member chose to call to-morrow at
the Premier's office, he could have the use
of the reports without the slightest ob-
stacle being placed in his wtLy ; and any
member availing himself of this oppor-
tunity would have from that t-ime till the
question actually came before Parliament.
He would say again that before the ques-
tion came before Parliament the papers
would be laid on the tahle. Members
were aware that there was some doubt
whether the matter could come before
Parliament this month, owing to the
political situation ; and if it could not
be dealt with prior to the end of the
month, the option would expire.

HoN. S. 3. HAYNES did not see why
members should he under the necessity
of attending at the Premier's office to see
papers which ought to be placed before
members in regular course. The Minister
bad mentioned two days as a reasonable
time. It would be much more convenient
to members if the papers were laid on the
table, and theyv should be on the table at
least a fortnight before the question was
dealt with in the House.
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RON. J. W. HACKETT: It was
usually in the discretion of the Govern-
ment as to what papers should be laid on
the table; and in present circumstances
one could understand that there was
considerable perplexity in regard to this
subject. Speaking for himself, he did
not feel pledged in any way on the
subject. [HoN. W. T. LoTON: But the
Premier was pledged.] The Premier
was pledged to recommend it. A number
of circumstances surrounding the Gov-
ernment should be taken into considera-
tion, and there were other matters which
would be in the minds of members.
The Government, when the time came to
propose this purchase, should give us all
the information in their power, and
ample time to discuss the question. One
could understand that if all the papers
were now laid on the table, any action to
be taken by the Government might be
prejudiced; but, in the circumstances, it
was usual for the representative of the
Government to suggest that members
who wished to obtain information might
do so privately and confidentially, thus
making it know to members but not
to outsiders. Apparently no harm could
be done by leaving the question to the
Government, provided the fullest possible
time were given to discuss the matter.
Personally lie believed that the obstacle
in the way of the proposition ever reach-
ing this House was becoming wore
formidable every hour.

Question passed, the order postponed.

SUPPLY BILL, £64,628.
ALL STAGES.

Bill received from the TLegislative
Assembly, and read a first time.

Tus COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
J. MW. Drew) moved:

That so much of the Standing Orders be
suspended as may be necesslary to puss the
Bill through all its stages at one sitting.
This was the procedure adoped in the
past. Whatever Government was now
or might soon be in power, supply would
be needed. All k-new there was a political
" situation." There might be fresh
developments, and an adjournment of
both Houses. In these circumstances
there could hardly he any real opposition
to the Bill.

HoN. MI. L. MOSS (West) seconded.

Question passed, the Standing Orders
suspended.

SECOND READING.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: I

move:±
That the Bill be now read a second time.
HON. H. F. SHOLL (North): It is not

my intention to oppose this Bill; but I
should like to draw the attention of the
Government and the House to the fact
that our financial year ends on the 80th
June of each calendar year. Parliament
is called together subsequent to that date,
and a Supply Bill is brought in to pro-
vide for expenditure during a certain
portion of the financial year beginning the
1st July. The question in may mind is-
and this is not the first time I have raised
it, for I raised it years ago-that though
the Government are only following a pre-
cedent, I think the precedent is altogether
illegal. It commits the country to ex-
penditure before that expenditure has
received the assent of Parliament. 1
have always held that Parliament should
be called together before. the end of the
financial year, so as to obtain supply for
the ensuing year. In my opinion, if any
Government can Carry on for a few days
witbout being granted supply before the
financial year commences, on the same
principle they can carry on for six months
without supply.

RON. J. W. HACKETT: The Estimates
are brought in some months after the
beginning of the year.

HvN. It. F. SHIOLL: I know they are;
but this Bill is for a lump sum. It rmy
be argued that the Government will not
require this money till the end of the
mouth;i but they are committed to expend
it. 1 know this has been done in the
past, 1 think ever since the granting of
Responsible Government; but I consider
the system absolutely illegal, and for that
reason [ protest against it. I notice that
elsewhere Parliament is, in most in-
stances, called together before the 80th
June, on which date I presume the
financial year ends, as with us. The
same practice ought to obtain here. To
commit the countiry to ten days' or six
months'. expenditure is illegal. Uf the
Governmen have a right to spend money
without authority for teon days, they have
a right to do so for two months or six
months, as the case may be.
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Question passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE, ETC.

Clause 1-agreed to.
Schedule A:
lION. W. KINGSM ILL: This sche-

dule appeared to be an innovation, and
some explanation was needed of the plan
on which it was constructed. It had 51
divisions. By whom were they made ?
Without explanation it was hard to

gather what were the advantges of these
divisions, and what induced the Govern-
ment to make them.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
only object was to supply fuller informa-
tion than had previously been given.
He was nort now in a position to give
details of the expenditure, nor did these
appear necessary.

How. R. F. SROLL:- What did the
divisions mean ?

Tun COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
items, such as "1His Excellency the
Governor," were self-explanatory.

RON. W. KINOSMILL:- The question
he asked the Minister was, what induced
the Government to make this innovation,
and what did the innovation mean ?
Apparently the Minister had no informna-
tion to give.

How. V. HAMEESLEY : Did the
schedule provide for subsidies to munici-
palities and roads boards, and under what
heading? This matter was apparently
overlooked in the Financial Statement
last session ; and considerable incon -
venience resulted to cnnutrv roads boards,
members of which, findinig themselves
unable to obtain fulfilment of previous
Government's promises, had privately
guaranteed necessary expenditure. This
year such a difficulty should not recur.

THE: COLONIAL SECRBETA RY: A
definite promise could not be given; but
the Government would endeavour to
carry out ail obligations. On the
Estimates members could consider the
position; and hie expected the Estimates
to be brought in some time next month.

HON. 1H. L. MOSS: For how long
would this supply suffice?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
For two months.

How. W. KINGiSM11itL: A~as this
schedule to he a new form of the
Estimates? Were they to assume the

same formP Division No. 46 showed
"Contingencies, .259,000." If the Gov-
ernment appended Estimates to their
temporary Supply Bills, they should be
Estimates, aind not divisions which gave
practically no information as to how the
money was spent. Hf information were
intended to be given, it should be given
wore fully. Knowing that a Public
Service Commissioner had been appointed
and that the departments of the service
had to be reclassified, he had thought it
possible that Schedule (a), in whic;h much
information appeared, might bN the result
of the Corn missioner's labour.

How. W. T. LOTON:. When the Roluse
met at this period of the year votes and
supplies must be exhausted, and a vote
must be obtained in order to pay salaries
of officers in the public service for the
month of July. The vote should not
exceed practically what would cover the
amount of the official salaries for the
month. We ought to have details of
what the vote was for. Referring to the
itemn mentioned by Mr. XKiugsmill, the
salaries for the Public Works Depart-
ment were set down as £6,475, and con-
tingencies £59,108. That was three-
fourths of a million over the whole year.
We were voting for the Public: Works
Department at the rate of £720,000 for
the year. and mnembers were asked to
vote the first instalment without one jot
of information as to what the vote was
for. In the light of past events the
information should be given, for there
was a deficit of £45,000. It would be
interesting to know the exact position of
the finances, and the liabilities up to the
end of June. It woutld be an easy matter
to pay liabilities for June out of the con-
tingency vote of £59,000; that would
not atdd to the deficit.

THE CoLONAL SECRETARY: All lia-
bilities were paid.

How. W. T. LOTON:- It was to he
hoped that was so. Only an amount to
pay saaries, should be asked for, and the
sooner the Premier took steps to plate
the finances on a proper basis the better,
so that we should hunow how we stood.
We were asked to vote.£500,000, which
was one-sixth of the revenue for the year.

Tan COLONIAL SECRETARY:. Tt
was a matter purely for the Rouse to
decide whether membersa would accept or
reject the Bill. The Government had

[COUNCIL.] in Commillee.
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no ulterior motive in introducing the
measure, and he assured members that
he would not endeavour to press members
against their convictions to pass a Bill of
this nature. Mr. Kingsmill had com-
plained about the absence of information.
The hen. member last year, immediately
after the opening of Parliament, intro-
duced a Supply Bill for £1,000,000, and
furnished the House with absolutely no
information. He had taken the precau-
tion to look up Hansard, and found the
Bill was passed without any opposition
on the part of the House. Not a member
protested or made a speech; yet now
because the Government had given in-
formation, many members complained
and said they should have full details of
the expenditure. Surely members could
Dot be serious, but desired to express
their opinions on the situation.

HoN. V. HAMEESLEY: The inten-
tion he had in asking for information
was that he wished to know whether
subsidies to municipalities and roads
boards were provided for. Tf his memory
was correct, this matter was overlooked
in some manner on the last Estimates,
and the money had to be taken from
some other source..

HON. G-. RA1'DELL: The Bill before
the Committee gave a considerable
amount of information. The difficulty
he saw was whether there was any item
of expenditure which was not included
and which it would be illegal to
expend money on; but according to
the first clause of the Bill he thought
the difficulty would be overcome. The
information given in the mneasure was
of service to nmembers, anld hie coaild
not see how the Contingency vote was to.
be wiped out. If it was, it would land the
country in a very great difficulty. If the
House were to reject the Bill the Govern.
meat would have to go on trusting to
Parliament in the future providing for
all the expenditure. He sympathised
with the Colonial Secretary ini not being
able to answer all the questions put to
him, for it very often happened that the
representative of the Government in the
Council was not furnished with all the
information be oughtto get, and questions
unexpectedly arising puzzled the Minister.

TnE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Under the Public Works division an
amount of £59,000 was provided for

contingencies, and under Miscellaneous
£221,000 was provided. The subsidies to
municipalities might be paid out of these
amounts.

HON. W. KrNGSMJJ4 L: When the
Estimates were before Parliament they
were divided in a different manner from
what was found in the Bill. The divisions
were accordinig to the Ministerial depart-
ments, and he had merely asked whether
the system had been changed. There
appeared to be a different system of
classifying the Estimates. Information
should be given as fully as possible, and
any departure from the usual form should
be notified to members.

Hon. R. F. SHOLL: It appeared that
we were voting this money in the dark.
In regard to public Works and Buildings
they could only spend £5,475 in salaries;
£509,108 was for Contingencies, which
might mean anything. They could spend
£59,108 under no particular heading at
all. The same applied to every head on
the schedule. This Miscellaneous vote
was a patronage vote. There were no
details and the Government could do what
they liked. In tbeold days he used to call
for a. return of the Miscellaneous vote, and
that return used to be interesting reading.
[HON. J. W. HACKETT: Never on a
Supply Bill.] No; not on a Supply Bill.
The Contingency vote appeared to him to
recognise the principle of giving the Gov-
ernment a very large sum of money to
expend as they liked under no particular
heading.

Schedule put and passed.
Schedule B:
How. 3. W. HACKETT': Were the

amounts for new works ?
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY

understood they were simply for a con-
tinuation of works already in progress.

HON. R. F. SHOLt: As to harbour
and river improvements, could the
Colonial Secretary give any information?
Were the Government improving the
rivers out of loan or out of revenue?
Would there be an expenditure on the
river frontage on the Swan ? [THE
COLONIAL SECRETARY was unable to give
that information.] Sums should not be
expended out of loan money on any un-
reproductive work such as that on the
Swan.

Schedule put and passed.
Preamble, Til~e-agreed to.
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Bill reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time, and rased.

ADIDREBS-1N-REPLY.

FOURTH DAY OF DEBATE.

Resumed from the previous Wednesday.
How. M. L. MOSS (West): I desire

in common with other members to con-
gratulate you. Sir, on your appointment
as Acting President. I am sure you feel
gratified at the confidence whichi the
House has reposed in you; and the
House will have no occasion to regret
having placed you in the position during
the absence of Sir George Shenton. I
am sure we also hope that Sir George
will return here at an early date to take
up his duties, which he has so well
performed in the past. Every year it
seems to me that the discussion on the
Address-in-Reply is almost, so far as the
acceptance or rejection of the Address
is concerned, useless. Were it not for
the fact that it enables members to
express their opinions on the matters
contained in the Speech and other ques-
Lions which are of public importance,
this could be disposed of as a mere
matter of form, because, so far as this
Chamber is concerned, it. is quite useless
to pass anzendlnents to this Address, for
they have no effect whatever, and of
course speaking entirely for myself, there
is a great deal in the Speech which it is
quite impossible for me, even if I as a
matter of form vroted for t he acceptance
of the motion now before the House,
to give adherence to, holding the views I
do on many of those political questions,
and I cannot on the present occasion
hope even to deal with the whole of the
matters contained in the Address, because
to do so would occupy the House an
unnecessarily long time. I shall of
course have an opportunity when these
measures come forward, if they get as
far as this House, of expressing my
opinions regarding them, and I will
dea prese'ntly with soape of the most
important matters contained in the
Speech, and endeavour to indicate
exactly the attitude I propose taking

up ith regard to them. Iti
not my intention to worry the House
this afternoon with a1 groat number of
figures, but there are three or four

matters which I want to bring prom in-
ently before the notice of members in
order to enable me to deal briefly with
the taxation proposals of the Govern-
merit. At the end of the financial year
1904, there was a credit balance of
£83,336, and at the end of 190b a.
deficit of £46,522, or an excessive expen-
diture over revenue during that year of
£129,855. The reveuue for the whole
year was £3,615,339, and the expendi-
ture wa £3,745,224; so it seems to me
that a Government which came into
power with the distinct promise that it
was going to economnise and which meets
Parliament with a huge deficiency, prac-
tically £2130,000 after having made such
a promise, must have been guilty of
gross extravagance. I believe it is high
time that this country and those persons
responsible for the government of the
country should make any Ministry under-
stand that above all things it rnu4t bring
its expenditure within the revenue that
the country has received. It. is a very
vast revenue indeed when we think that
the population of the country is only a
mere handful, a quarter of a million
people. That a magnificent revenue
exceeding 3t millions sterling is not suf-
ficient for the administration of this
country does not speak well for the
administration of the Government that
brings about this state of affairs which
we are confronted with to-day. I am
afraid that they are not going to
proft by pat experience, because taking
the Supply Bill which hats come down
to-dayv and which the Minister has
told us is a supply to carry on the
government of this country for a period
of two mouths, and taking the amount
autliorised by this Bill as the average
expenditure for two months, and mul-
tiply the suin by six, the expenditure
of the present, financial. year will be
£23,891,768, or an excess expenditure
over lasqt year's operat ions which yielded
this deficiency of £146,544. [Hos. W.
T. Lo'roN: The hion. member has included
loan expenditure.] I withdraw those
observations, and will refer to division'51
in that schedule as an instance of the
extravagance that is going on in the
country. The Government have created
an additional department, and those who
have had atnything to do with the affairs
of this Stie know perfectly well that

[COUNCIL.] Fourth day.
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the creation of an additional department
always occasions considerable additional
expense. These departments first are
started perhapis with one or two officers,
but they suddenly grow and row until
they become a very great tax upon the
State. This Department of Labour, I
take it, is a striking instance of what I
am now speaking of. For two months it
has cost X889, and on that basis it is
going to cost the country during the
ensuing year £5,334. I shall have some-
thing to say with regard to the expen-
diture on that department presently, but
I believe that is an extravagance the
country could very well do without. I
have limited myself to these few figures
simply with this object in view. One of
the cardinal principles contained in this
Speech is that notwithstanding the mag-
nificent revenue which the country has.
we are to be still farther burdened with

taxation. Apparently 312 millions is mn-
sufficient for the purposes of a quarter of

a millionisof people, even insufficient with
th Minisr who came in pledged to

economy, and complained that their pre-
decessors had not conducted the affairs
of this State in the way in which they
should have been conducted. They took
up the reins of power with a surplus, and
theyendupwith a deficiency, aud it strikes
me from the way they are going on that
instead of the deficiency being reduced it
is going to be increased by the end of the
next financial year. According to the
policy that is put before us theme is to be
an income tax and there is to be a laud
tax. I say at once with regard to the
income tax that I have no objection to it
at all, It is a very fair system of taxation
if it be necessary for the purposes of
keeping the affairs of the country in a
solvent condition; but my contention is
that it is entirely unnecessary that farther
taxation should be imposed upon the
people of this country, and I contend
that the revenue is ample for all purposes
if it is expended economically and care-
fully; but if there is to be extravagance
in the departments, if other departments
are to be created involving the country
in thousands a year, and if money is to
be expended in the way I am going to
prove it has been expended, and we con-
tinue all these Royal Commissions-
another glaring instance of extravagance
-of course it will be necessary to impose

*land taxes, income taxes, and all other
things to keep piuc with the extrava-
gance. I am quite pr-epared to give my
vote in favour of an income tax when the
time arrives; but it does seem to me
inexpedient that all these sources of
revenue for the future, when they may be
necessary, shall be drawn upon at the
present imie when it is quite unnecessary,
and the present revenue ought to be
sufficient for all purposes. But I take
up an entirely different attitude with
regard to the proposal to impose a. land
tax. We hear on all hands that some
contribution should be made by people
whose land is increased in value through
the construction of public works. We
are told that the unearned increment
should pay something towards the

*government of the country; but unfor-
tunately it is not those persons who came
to this country fifty or sixty years ago,
and who got their land at a cheap rate,
that hold these areas to-day. If we had
proper information on the point I think it
would be conclusively proved that the
bulk of the valuable property in this
State has been recently purchased by
persons who have bought pretty well
within the market value; and to impose
taxation on that class of person savours

Ito my mind almost of confiscation. It is
all very well for people in another place.
some of whom perhaps are not possessed
of very much land, though I do not re-
gard that as a crime; it is perhaps more
an inconvenience to them that they have
not wealth in that direction, and it is
always an easy thing to tax the other man.
This Chamber would be in an awkward
position in rejecting a taxation proposal
if the question of a land or an income tax
had been prominently before the public
at the time of a general election and a
large number of members was returned
to another place pledged to the tax ; but
there is certainly no warrant at the present
time to put particularly an income tax
on the people of the State. The matter
was not before the country at the time of
the general election; and on that ground
this Chamber would he justified, if on no
other ground, in throwing the measure
out. The question should go before the
country and should form one of the
demands at a general election before the
tax is attempted to be imposed. With
due economy, careful administration, and
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a due regard to the interests of the Staite,
there is no inecessity for aL handful of
people, such as we have in the country at
the present time, to resort to taxation of
this kind. We have found the revenue
sufficient for all purposes. What we
want now is a fearless man to come along
and put his hand on these extravagances,
no matter whom they affect, and make
the necessary retrenchments and reduc-.
tions until tile country can carry on with
the means it has at Its disposal at pre-
sent. There is another instance of ex-
travagance, and one which is difficult to
understand. When the present Govern-
ment came into office, they were pledge&
that during any one financial year it was
imprudent to pledge the credit of the
country for works to he constructe-d out
of loan to a greater extent than half a
million in one year; hut strange to say
the borrowings of the Government dlur-
ing the first year have approximated two
millions sterling; and not only this,
according to those who have gone closel
into the matter, something approaching
£100,000 has been borrowed in excess of
parliamentary authority. Unless members
in both Houses are to be mere registering
machines for the Government in power,
if there is one thing more than another
on -which strong protest should be entered,
it is; any Government exceeding parlia-
mentary authority and placing burdens
on the people of the State in the way of
farther loans. While £100,000 is not a
very large amount in comparison with
the value of the public estate in West
Australia, if parliamentary authority is
to be set at defiance, and if this sum can
be borrowed without authority, once the
principle is approved, good-bye to parlia-
mentary government. The Ministry that
can borrow £2100.000 without authority
can. borrow millions without parliamen-
tary authority; and all the Oouncil and
Assembly will become will be two regis-
tering machines to regisiter the edicts of
a Government guilty of an unlawful and
illegal act like that. Knowing that there
has been excess borrowing, such as I have
indicated, I would be failing in my duty
if on the first opportunity, I did not raise
my 'voice in emphatic protest against a
step of such a character. A public works
policy is a great allurement. It enables
the member for a particular constituency
that is able to get a certain portion

i of that public expenditure to go back
to) his electors and say how much he

ihas been aile to get in the game that has
gone on in the division of the spoils.
Not only have the Government borrowed
an amount approaching two millions in
one year, but this Speech contains a. pro-
posal to borrow many millions of money
more. In my opinion there is no sincerity
in it. It is a matter of great regret that on
the last loan the underwriters are carry-
ing 80 per cent, of the amount of that
stock. I know from the best of authority,
not only the local Press, but authorities
in London, that this is an absolute
fact and that this country cannot approach
the London market during the next year
or two for money at all, It is idle to put
into his Excellency's mouth words which
indicate the burrowing of millions of
money when it is impossible to do it. It
would be an exceedingly good thing if
this policy of borrowing and this forced
prosperity which is occasioned to the
country in consequence of it were stopped.
There is bound to come a day of reckon-
ing. So far as West Australia is con-
ceined, there is one bright spot, and one
only, in this matter, and that is that the
sin king fund contains to-day nearly one
million of money beyond the control of
an impecunious8 Treasurer. But for
that, it would be a serious outlook with
the continued demands made in both
Houses of Parliament to authorise farther
borrowings. So far as I can see, even
if Parliament felt disposed to give
the authority the Ministry have asked
for, there is little opportunity of going
on the market to raise these millions of
money at the present juncture or in
any short space of time. Three railways
are projected-the Naxrrogin, Ja-ndakot,
and Norseman. I do not propose to)
say much in regard to any of these, more
than that I think it my duty in regard
to the Jaudakot Railway to make a state-
ment. It is a mere repetition of what
I have said on previous occasions; and
I do it more on personal grounds, so
that my constituents may know that
I am still true to the pledge I gave
i-ears ago and last session. I am still
f ully convinced that the proper -place for
the Jaudakcot Railway to junction with
the South-Western Railway is at Arma-
dale ; and I1 am prepared. when the
occasion arises, to do my level best to

(101INC I I Foeldh day,
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carry out that policy. Fremantle is
promised a floating dock. I do not pro-
fess to be anythinug like the authority

Captain Laurie is on a question of this
kind; but speaking for a considerable
section of people at Fremantle, I say we
do not require a floating dock. If the
same parsimonious spirit had been
exhibited in years past in regard to the
construction of the harbour, the cost of
waking it an up-to-date work, for that
seems to be the reason which actuates
the Government in proposing a floating
dock in lieu of a graving dock, ,what would
Fremantle have been to-dy Woulda
the harbour have been te sucess it s
or capable of doing the work it is now
able to perform? I think not. When
the finances of the country will enable it
to be constructed, we require a graving
dock. I am not, as the representative
of the West Province, going to say that
the graving dock should be constructed
at once if the finances of the country
will not allow it to be done; but when
the money is forthcoming, at the first
available opportunity I think a graving
dock should be constructed. Why, the
Government propose to send out of the
country the greater portion of the whole
of the cost of the floating dock to enable
some foreign manufacturer to get the
benefit; whereas if a graving dock be
constructed, it will be a much more
superior work and will be a. permanent
work, and the expenditure on the
construction will take plate in and about
Fremantle, so that the people there
will derive the benefit from it, which
would not be the case if the money be
sent out of the State for the purchase of
a floating dock. I am rather surprised
that the Government who have catered
so magnificently for the working man
should dream of sending so large a sum
as £2150,000 out of the State. I should
have thought, in accordance with the.
political programme they have laid down,
that the more expenditure they could
make around the locality, particularly
expenditure which in my opinion is
amply and fully justified, they would
have regarded it as of more import-
ance; but no. On this question they
are looking through a very parsimonious
pair of spectacles for something cheap
and nasty, something on which the
wear and tear will be considerable.

There are gentlemen in the House more
capable of speaking on this question. All
I desire to do is to maiste my voice in
protest against so large an expenditure
for a work, the whole of which expendi-
ture will go out of the State, and a work
which will not be nearkv so useful to the
shipping at Fremantle as a proper
graving dock. In looking through this
Speech I confess I was much dis-
appointed at the one ray of sunlight in
the Premier's speech at Subiaco a year
ago being omitted. We were then told
that the Government were going in for an
extensive scheme of immigration. Was
this a sincere policy on the part of the
GovernmentV There are proposals here
for bhe expenditure of millions to carry
out public works. They borrowed close
on two millions last year; but what
allocation is there for an immigration
policy ? Have the Trades Hall party
given their instructions in regard to this
matter?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: YOU
should not impute motives.

MR. MOSS: Motives? I thought the
instructions came from that source; and
I ask a question, "1Have the Trades Ifall
party given their instructions in this
regard." We look at the statistical
returns and find that the increase in
population last year was a paltry 10,000
or 11,000. Is that sufficient to make the
country the great country it is destined
to be? I agree with Mr. Patrick that
what the country requires is money and
men; and unless we bring population
to this country, depend on it every loan
we put on the London market will meet
with a greater rebuff on each occasion.
They look at the population of the
country to see whether it is capable
of bearing the burden it proposes to
take on its shoulders. Unless some
means are devised to bring population-
Ido not mean pauper population, but the
right class of men with capital-and
unless such people can be induced to come
here, it will be very difficult to raise
money to carry out even reproductive
works. In my opinion loan money is
only defensible on the supposition that
we will gain ani increase in population
and so decrease the burden on the people.
It should be one of the foremost planks
in the platform of every Government,
whether it meets with the approval of
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the Trades Hall party or not, to do this
duty to the country and bring as many'
people to it as possible, to enable them
and those in the State to work for the
development of the country and its
resources. Now, look for a moment at
the almost superhuman efforts in Canada
on this question. Two years ago I passed
through Canada and had the opportunity
of ascertaining there, and in London, the
efforts that are made in this regard. No
obstacle is placed in the way, every effort
is made to get population. Canada,
alongside the United States, if it were
as exclusive as Australia is in regard to
this important question, would be bound
to run back ; but every effort is to put it
forward. Canada has greater advan-
tages in regard to getting people than
Australia. The journey from Europe
takes a little over a week, and the passage
money is perhaps about a quarter of what
it is to comes to Australia, while people
from the old country are able to get back
to their old homes by means of a very
short trip. But I have this confidence in
Australia with all its disadvantages; if
proper efforts are put forth and we can
induce people to come here, everv man
that comes to Australia, particularly that
man with a little capital, has a mnuch
better future before him than is
the case with the man going to Canada.
We are blest with a climate which to a
large extent counterbalances many draw-
backs of this country. In Canada the
bulk of the country for six or seven
months in the year is snowed up, and
people have the greatest difficulty- to live;
whereas in Australia, particularly ini
Western Australia, a man who is settled
on the land with a little capital, after
getting over his initial difficulties has a
market at his veryv door, which enables
him to obtain prices that the Canadian
farmer cannot hope to get, because the
bulk or indeed the whole of his produce
has to go to the mother country, and
there to compete with produce from the
United States and from other markets.
There is every reason to put forward a
good progressive policy with regard to
inuiigration for bringing people to this
country ; and it is a sad disappoini ment
to me to find that in the Governor's
Speech, involving as it does an expendi-
ture of a considerable sum of money in
public works, no portion of this large

*expenditure is to be set apart for so
important at purpose as the encourage-
muent of immigration. With regard to
the purchase of the Midland Railway and
lands, in my opinion it would not be a
fair thing for any member to express his
opinion until full information is put
before us. This question must be decided
on business lines. The question is, will
it pay the country to purchase the rail-
way and lands at the price mentioned, or
is it desirable we should negotiate with
a view to getting it reduction of the
price? We have to hear in mind that
if we purchase this property, we
shall thereby add a million and a-half
to the indebtedness of the country.
and undoubtedly every member will be
hound to admit that this financial tran-
saction is going to have some effect on the
future borrowing operations of this
State; so it comes back to this, whether
ats a business, venture it will pay this
country to purchase this properity at the
price of a million and a-halfP I should
be sorry to express an opinion without
the fullest information, and Whien that
information is put before us, I shall be
prepared to give sufficient time to become
fully conversant with it, and be prepared
to express my opinion one way or the
other. Referring now to another sub-
ject. the Government deserve to be con-
gratulated on that part of the Speech
which refers to the proposed construction
of a railway from Port Hedland to
Nullagine, in the way suggested in the
Speech. If we can get private enterprise
to take up this important project of
building a railway and working it, the
Government will have done something
beneficial to the State. My friend Mr.
Kingsniill says that the constituents of
members may have something to say
against it. I shall be glad if members
of this House will have the courage, even
though some of their supporters object.,
to vote on this question for promoting an
important public work, because this is
the only way in which that portion of
the State is likely to obtain railway conm-
munication. WVe are told that part of
the policy of the Government is that
there shall be introduced during this
session a Bill providing for a refer-
enduin of the people to be taken on the
question whether this House is to be
abolished, or whether the qualification of
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the electors for this Rouse is to be so
reduced as to have tbis House constituted
practically* on the same lines as another
place, or whether the qualification is
to be reduced as a stepping-stone for
its ultimate abolition. I have a great
objection to this principle of referendum
being resorted to on any occasion. Canany
member of this House conscientiously say
that when the question of a referendum
as to whether this colony should enter
into Federation was taken there were
even five per cent. of the people who
understood what they were voting for?
I admit that the question of a referendum
on the constitution of the Legislative
Council is a simpler matter than that of
a referendum as to entering into the
federal bond. Although I voted for
Federation and took an active part in
connection with the reference of that Bill
to the people, I confess now that I did
not understand the question clearly,
although I took the trouble to read the
Bill. Indeed, I do not believe that five
per cent, of t he people in the State under-
stood the question on which they were
then voting. With regard to a, referen-
dum on this question, it is not because
there is a passi ng wave of opinion with
regard to whether this House should
exist or not that the Constitution of the
country should be tampered with and
decided by areferendumn vote. We know
that when the issues of a general election
are before the people of the country' , there
is agreat amount of apathy amongelectors,
and that a comparatively small number of
persons in proportion to the whole of the
electors can make a great noise if they
choose to do it. I dare say that, to a
certain section, the question of breaking
down and destroying existing institutions
has some charm ; yet T believe the great
bulk of the people are perfectly satisfied
that this House h-as performed its func-
tions and 'its duty to the satisfaction of
the country. I will put this point to
members: What would be the con-
dition of the past legislation if this
country had had a single-Chamber
Legislature, and that Legislature had
had its full ffing without the check
of a second Chamber? We know that
for months we sit in this Chamber
rectifying Bills sent here from another
place, and that the state in which some of
them come to us is a positive disgrace. I

ani not here refer-ing to matters of policy,
but to the way in which Bills are pre-
sented to us. A Bill is introduced by the
Government in another place, and the
supporters there deem it an absolute
duty to support that measure. Many of
those members I dare say scarcely read
the Bills; indeed I believe inanyof them
are unable to follow the meaning of those
measures. Members of this House know
that we have been obliged to remodel
many of the measures sent to us, and it
will be a serious matter for the country
to think of what would occur if many of
those Bills that have come from another
place had gone on the statute-book in the
condition in which they came here.
Indeed I am sure many of them would
have been absolutely worthless. In a
country like New Zealand., the great

Idemocratic colony of Australasia, there
has never been a proposal to abolish the
Legislative Council ; and that is so even
though it has been a nominee body, up
till recently the members being nominated
for life, though now the period is for

Iseven years. Even there a democrat like
Mr. Seddon has never ventured to say
that the destinies of the country should
be controlled by a one-Chamber Legis-
lature. [HOW. J. W. HACKETT: He is
putting that forward at the present time.]

iWell, even allowing that is the Proposal
in New Zealand, I think we should give
due consideration to the information on

1this point which was given to the House
by Mr. Patrick, showing that in pro-
gressive countries ther-e has never been
an attempt to take away the second
Chamber. The State Parliaments in
Canada are little better than magnified
municipalcouncils, yeteach of thosefarlia-
ments has a second Chamber; and the Do-
minion Government of Canada has never
been slow in exercising the right of veto in
connection with such measures as an Alien
Restriction Act. In Western Australia.
the Legislative Council exercises practi-
cally the same functions as the Dominion
Parliament exercises over the provincial
councils in Canada. So I say, to refer
to another place for a moment, if mem-
bers will only consider the disorganised
condition into which the Legislative
Assembly of this country gets in a session
preceding a general election, they will be
better able to realise the class of legisla-
tion that will get on the statute-book
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if there is not the brake which this House
affords against the fanciful or extravagant
theories put forward on such occasions.
While I have the honour to occupy a seat
here, I shall resist to the utmost the
approving of any Bill which will refer a
question of this importance to the people
of the country to decide. There is a
proper way to deal with this question.
I have pointed out that prior to the last
election, if the temper of the country,
were mn favour of a reduction of the fran-
chise or the abolition of this Chamber,
those people who are its constituents
could within two years from that date
have returned two-thirds of the members
to this Chamber, pledged to its abolition
or pledged to a reduction of the franchise.
When that comes, I shall be prepared to
bow to the alternative. The Constitution
we have has been given to us by the
Imperial Parliament, and modified by the
free will of both Houses of Parliament
until it is brought to its present position.
Therefore, until those people send mem-
bers to this Chamber who are prepared
to give a vote for its abolition or for a
reduction of the franchise, it is not
within the province of another place
to dictate to this House as to the course
of action we should take in regard to
the proposed referendum. It becomes
necessary now to discuss this question:
Has the Legislative Oouucil been a
barrier to any reform in this country?
To go back as far as the introduction of
responsible government, and to make a
rapid survey of what has occurred during
those 15 years, reforms have come about
in this country to accomplish which has
taken 50 or 60 years in any other parts
of Australia. I am going to say again
that without the action of the Legisla-
tive Council there would have been
to-day no such measures on the statute-
book as a Conciliation and Arbitration
Act, no Workers' Compensation Act, no
Truck Act, no Workers' Wages Lien Act,
no electoral reform, no adult suffrage, no
payment of members, no Triennial Parlia-
ments Act, no EarlyClosing Act, no lega~lis-
ing of trades unions, no Factories Act, and
other use" i measures T might mention.
Can it be honestly said by even the most
biased opponent of this Chamber that
the Legislative Council has been in ay
way a barrier to reform? Quite the
reverse. Some people say that if the

Council had exercised its veto, it might
have been better for the country. I
will not say that; but I believe that
while this Council retains its present
position, it will be a safety-valve for the
country that the country requires. And
I believe I speak for the majority of the
members here when I say that whatever
measure is brought in for the benefit of
the people as a whole, we are prepared to

s upport. To listen to some of the
criticisms levelled against this Chamber
outside, one would conclude that the body
consists of a number of hide-bound con-
servatives. That is not so. This Chamber
has evinced great liberality, and supported
every refonn which was for the benefit of
the people; and I think I have enough
confidence in members sitting here to
believe that in the future, as in the past,
they will be actuated by the same desire
to do what they can for the benefit of the
State. What is the qualification for a
Legislative Council elector? It isa £26
a, year rental, ratepaying, a £10 Govern-
ment lease, or the ownership of X100
worth of freehold land. As to the rate-
paying qualification, almost ay decent
person in the community is paying 10s. a
week as rent, or is the possessor of a
house valued at IlOs. a week. I do not
believe in giving a vote for this Chamber
to a mere tramp, a person who may
have been liberated from prison to-
day. I think there should be some
property qualification. And if I may
say so, I think it is regrettable that the
Australian Senate is so much the counter-
part of the House of Representatives.
The Senate was supposed to be a body to
guard State rights; but to my mind it is
a body which seems to keep ini the back-
ground those questions which it was
created to study. The Senate should
exercise as much control over those
important questions as the Lower House
exercises; and it must do so. flutSenatora
are returned b *y the same body of electors
which returns the Representatives; and
when we compare the Australian Senate
with the Senate of Canada or that of the
United States, it is a matter of regret
that in creating our Senate the proposa
of Sir John Forrest was not carried out,
that the Senators should be elected
representatives of the Houses in the
respective States. In the Federal Parlia-
ment one House is the counterpart of the
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other; and if that should obtain in this
State, we may readily dispose of an Upper
Chamber. There would then be only
one reasgon why we should retain that
Chamber: the members of this House
would not go out on an ordinary dissolu-
tion every third year. A certain per-
centage of the members would not be
obliged to face the electors during the
turmoil and trouble of a general election.
The qualification for this House is in my
opinion exceedingly low. If the qualifica-
tion were similar to that which obtains
for the Victorian Legislative Council,
there might be some reason for the
present outcry ; but the only reason that
exists to-day is that experiments which
are a danger and a menace to the State
cannot be carried through with that
facility which would be possible if this
House were not in being; and while I
may be taken to task for this statement,
I candidly believe that the difficulties of
getting money in the London market
would be increased tenfold, were it not
for the protection and the safeguard this
Chamber affords. Just a word with regard
to the greatest abuse observed in this
State for a considerable time. Ministers
in power have the duty of carrying on
ibe affairs of the State. Presently I
shall compare their salaries with the
remuneration of certain other people.
Their salaries amount to X6,200 a year.
I do not think any of us grudges any
Minister the salary he receives from the
State for the performance of his duties.
The position of a Minister, if he properly
carries out his duties, is not overpaid;
and it is not in that regard that I mention
the matter, but merely with the object of
manking a comparison. There seems to be
a rule growing up in th is State that the
Ministry have not to govern the country;
and an attempt is being made to govern
it by means of Royal Commissions. Mr.
Sholl is to be thanked by the House for
the return he asked for, in which he
sought to obtain for the country some
particulars as to what has been done in
respect of Royal Commissions; and
although the return which the Minister
has been good enough to lay on the table
is not sufficient for my purpose, it is
sufficient to indii3ate exactly what I am
driving at, and the abuses which have
crept in with re2ard to these Commissions.
Mr. Shoil asked for the total cost to the

State of these Commissions, so that the
House and the country might know how
much public money is being expended in
this manner. But the return presented
gives us merely the amount of the fees
drawn by the commissioners themselves ;
and by means of certain parliamentary
papers placed on the table I have been
enabled to make an approximate estimate
of what the printing has cost; but we
have no particulars before us of what was
paid for witnesses' expenses in connec-
tion with these Commissions, nor any
information as to what, was paid
to the various secretaries employed.
But it may astonish members to
know that for three or four of these
Commissions £21,224 has been ex-
pended in printing; that in commis-
sioners' fees £4,968 has been drawn, or,
with the printing, £16,192, to say nothing
of the huge sums which must have been
paid for witnesses' expenses, for secre-
tarial work, for shorthand wr~iting, and
other Purposes. I wish to be perfectly
fair; so I may say that I believe one or
two of these Commissions-one at least-
was the creation of the ])receding Gov-
ernment. The bulk of them were created
by the present Government. Now the
Government ought to take the responsi-
bility of governing the country ; and if
it is necessary to procure information to
enable Ministers to do that, they should
procure it through departmental channels,
by means of departmental officers, and
should not employ other people for the
purpose. And certainly it is, in my
opinion, a. grave abuse of power for any
Government to appoint to such Commis-
sions members of another place, and
members of another place whose votes
are keeping the Government in power.
I will not say, because it is a very de-
batable question, whether the acceptance
A the office of a Royal Commissioner is
the acceptance of an office of profit tinder
the Crown. Opinions have been ex-
pressed for and against. Nor do I intend
-because the information is on the table
-to mention the names of members who
have obtained such offices. To do so
would serve no good purpose. But some
members of another place-hiefly mem-
bers who keep the Government in office
and who are in receipt of parliamentary
honoraria-have received sums such as
£124 for- 39 sittings on one Commission;
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17 sittings, X41; 43 sittings. £93; 4U
sittings, £95; 34 sittings, £111 ; 32 sit-
tings, £67; 34 sittings, i'71 ; and soi I
might go on. Each of these amounts is
paid to a, different member.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY, What
Commissions were these?

How. M. L. MOSS: The Royal Com-
missions on ocean freights and on
immigration. lam referring particularly
to these two. Such fees are very accept-
able additions to a member's parlia-
mentary honorarium; and it would be
interesting if the Government took the
opinion of the acting Attorney General
on the question of their legality. But if
the practice be legal I think it opens the
door to a very great abuse; and if an
opportunity is afforded of amending the
law relating to Royal Commissions, I
think it would be very sensible to include
in the Bill a clause to the effect that any
member of Parliament acting on a Roya
Commission shall perform the duties
without emolument. I acted for sir
months on a Royal Commission. I
received no emolument, nor did I seek to
obtain it; and I believe it is a very grave
abuse of the power of a Government to
give its supporters-and others in Parlia-
ment, in the hope that they may become
supporters-positions on Royal Com-
missions where they are paid large sums
of money at the rate of two or three
guineas for each sitting, together with
travelling expenses. I believe the practice
is contrary to the best interests of this
country; and it is productive of an
extravagance in the management of the
country, an extravagance which in my
opinion can be done without. The
Government have or ought to have a
sufficient number of competent gentle-
men in the civil service to procure for a
Minister or the general body of Miuistvs
sufficient information on every question.
Ministers should assume the responsibility
of dealing with such questions. They
are put in office and paid for that pur-
pose; and Royal Commissions are a gross
scandal, an abuse, and an expense that
the country cannot afford. In one year
during which we have a deficiency we
have spent. I think I shall be well within
the mark when I say, £10,000 on Royal
Commissions. One of the commissions
professed to deal with the question of
ocean freights; and I doubt very

much if the Minister, being placed.
in possession of all information on
the subject. would have cone to the
conlusion arrived at by the Commission
upon many of the quLestions with which it
dealt. A very estimable firm in this

Icountry, Win. Sandover & Co., was
practically accused by that Commission

*either with not having obtained for the
Government as good terms as wereseured
by other shippers of goods to this State,
or-without beating about the bush-was
perhaps accused of getting those terms
and putting the money in its own pocket.
[DR. HACKETT: No; of negligence.]
It inferred negligence ; but reading
between the lines, it imputed the other
thing. That finding was muainly arrived

I at, firstly because of astateinent made by a
most estimable citizen, J. W. Bateman, to
which I will presently refer, that with re-
ference to these shipments what is known
as primage was all returned to the ship.
I have taken the trouble to read a good
deal of the evidence taken by that Com-
mission, and the biased way in which
questions were put to witness after
witness, many of whom were ignorant of
the question which was being discussed,
was manifest. One member of that
Commission, at any rate, started out
topen-handed hostility against a firm
tprove thtthey hd one something

dishonest. Questions were put in a
leading way, such as this: " A leading
shipper has stated so and so; what do
you say ?" Mr. Sandover was in the
country, and one would have thought
that in common fairness he would have
been asked to express his opinion.
But Mr. Sandover was forced into the
unpleasant position of going before the
Commission and tendering his evidence
as9 a, volunteer. It did not rest on Mr.
William Sandover's statement, what I am
coming to presently; but an estimable
gentleman, Mr. Leeds, of Dalgety & Co.,
told the Commission that they were
under an erroneous impression; that
prirnage was not returned; and he
assured the Commission that they were
on the wrong track. Mr. Leeds stated
that it was absurd to think that the five
per cent. prima-ge was returned. There
was a general confusion between primage
and what is known as defernd rebate;
yet the Commission reported in a way
which accused Mr. Sandover of negligence
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and imputed to him almost dishonesty.
The proper channel through which to get
information -the Agent-Geeral- was
not utiised. Couscientiously but very
erroneously, Mr. John Bateman gave
his evidence, and on his evidence the
report of the Commission was evidently
based. Mr. Sandover was so absolutely
staggered by the statement of Mr.
Bateman that he put himself in com-
munication with Messrs It. T. Turnbull
& Co., of London, Mr. Bateman's buyer.
who carries out the shipping work for
Mr. Bateman. 'Mr. Sandover wrote to
Mr. Collingwood as follows:-" I now
return the papers you left with me, with
thanks for the perusal. I have written
to Mr. Bateman telling him that his
evidence is wrong, and telling him to do
whatever he considers best in the matter."
I bold in my possession for the inspection
of any member eight or nine sworn
affidavits, one of whi ch I am going to
ask the leave of the House to read. It
is very short, and expresses exactly the
practice that obtains in London as to
shipping matters; but before doing so
let me say, as a result of a visit to the
Under Treasurer, that I have satisfied
myself by looking at scores of vouchers
there that in every instance five per cent.
prim-age on sailing vessels has never been
charged to the Government; then in
respect of steamers there is five per cent.
primage and 10 per cent, deferred rebate;
and in every case the Government got
its deferred rebate Of 10 per cent. That
is what every shipper is entitled to, and
can get on the best of terms. This is
one of thle eight or nine short affidavits.
It is takcen f rom Arthur Herbert tanyon,
of the firim of J. C. Lanyon & Sons, and
it says:

I am a member of the tirmk of J. C.
lznyon & Sons, of Cornaution House, Lloyd's
Avenue, and I have for over 20 years past
been engaged in the bunsiness of a merchant
shipping from the United Kingdom to the
Australian colonies. including Western Aus-
tralia.

I say that tile customary course of busi-
ness as regards pritnage and rebate on
steamer freights to Wesqtern Australia is that
the freight accounts are made tip at the rate
of freight quoted, plus primage at it) per cent.;
but of this priniage half (five per cent ) is
returned to thle shipper on settlemrent of
freight aceount and no more. As regardsi
primage, that return or allowance of half of
the primnage is the only allowancei mae& to the

shipper at the time of shipment; but shippers
receive a farther return, which is called
deferred rebate, and is at the rate of 10 per
cent, on the rate of freight charged. Such
deferred rebate is subject to the conditions of
the attached declaration form, and it is only
paid at the end of the half-year succeeding the
expiration of six months from shipment; so
that the brokers always have at least six
months' rebatement in hand as a guarantee of
the continuance of the shipment through
themselves or associates. That is, rebate on
shipment made between January and June,
190)5, would only be due for payment on
January 1st, 1906, and on shipments made
between July and December. 1905, would only
be due on the 1st July, 1906. -And in no
instance have I received rebates before due
dates. The custom as regards sailing freights
is similar to that hereinbefore stated by me as
regards steamers, exopt that the primage is
only five per cent, and thatprimago is returned
to the shipper on settlement of the freight,
the shipper getting, in addition, the deferred
rebate of 10 per cent, on rate of freight
charged as hereinbefore mentioned, but only
upon the conditions and at the time as herein-
before stated. I say that neither I nor my
said firmi have received any additional primage,
or received any additional deferred rebate,
except at the rates and in the manner stated
in paragraph 2.

The declaration which accompanies this
as an exhibit, which I do not propose to
read, and which is open to the inspection
of any member, is to the effect that
brokers in London have combined for the
purposes of business, and are only pur-
suingr the same course as men combine
for their- own Jprotection ; and the declara-
tion sets out that, provided that people
shipped with them or somebody in the
combine, the rebate was made. Then it
sets out the companies which are not in
the combine, including the P. & 0. Com-
pany, thle O-ient Company, and the West
Austraflan Steam Navigation Company.
The other names on the declarations
are Hienry Anders, of Elder, Smith
andl Company; John Wilson Bowder,
of Fenehurcli Avenue; William Marden,
of Eas't India Avenue; Oliver Jones
Trinder, of Sussex Place, Leadenhall
Street; Chas. Bethell, of 22 Billiter
Street, London; Allan Garrett Anderson,
of Feuc-hureb Avenue; and Frederick
Williami Oolhingwood, of Lime Street
Square. London. These affidavits are
open to the inspection of members. It
is plain tile position is this, that in
these steamers 10l per vent. p)rimage is
chargedl and five per cent. only is returned
to the shipper. Five per cent, is charged
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in sailers aud none is returned; and at
the end of a given period (six months)
10 per cent. deferred rebate is returned.
In spite of this overwhelming mass of
evidence, for the Commission to make the
suggestion that there was negligence or
any rounds for doing what I say the
report does, imputes almost dishonesty to

agientleman whose firn and personal
pstion whilst be resided in this State

was almost above reproach, shows the
absolute futility of referring these matters
to a. Commission. The Minister could
have got this information through the
Agent General, and could have found out
that all actions were fair and above-
board.

Holf. J. W. HACKETT-: What about
the charge 6f enormous profit on the part
of the W.A. Shippin Association ?

RON. Mt. L. MOSS: True, flow is
that going to be remedied, unless the
Government run a line of steamers them-
selves? I tell the hon. member, although
I do not want to be personal, that these
steamship owners only combine as it
would be possible, for newspaper pro-
prietors to combine, or legal firms to com-
bine, or artisans to combine. They can
cornbine together for the purpose of pro-
tecting themselves and keeping prices up.
Where is the wrongP Trades unions
exist to enable artisans to do that; and
why should there be all this row because
some people wished to form themselves
into a limited liability company in order
to make a profit out of it? It is open
to others to go into the business.

How. J, W. HACKETT: You know that
is an impossibility.

HON. 2t. L~. MOSS: Just as much as it
is impossible for me to start a newspaper
in opposition to the West A ustralian. With
the goodwill which the West Australian
newspaper possesses, it is impossible for
anyone to go and bump up against it.

RON. J. W. HACKETT: I will send that
to my banker.

Tito ACTING PRESIDENT: Is not
the hon. gentleman travelling somewhat
widely from the Speech ?

How. M. L. MOSS: I thought it was
competent for a member to deal with ay
questiou on the Address-in-Reply.

TnK ACTING PRESIDENT: That
is quite right; but the bon. member is
travelling rather far.

HON. Al. L. MOSS: At all events, I
make my remarks relevant by saying that
it is a matter which should have been
referred to in the Speech. I leave it; I
have achieved my pur-pose. I stood up to
enter my protest against the def amation of a
firm that I believe to be above reproach.
During the past few weeks we have seen
Mr. Roe again sitting on the Supreme
Court Bench, carrying out the duties of
a Supreme Court Judge. I have placed
on record my commendation of the
services of Mr. Roe on previous occasions,
and I desire to do no more now than to
repeat it with emphasis. But Mr. Roe
is a magistrate holding office at the will
of the Government, and I protest against
placing on the Supreme Court Bench any
gentleman who does not hold a regular
and proper commission.

How. 3. W. HACKETT: It was not
done by this Government.

HoN. M. L. MOSS: It was done by
the last Government, and this Govern-
ment too within the pa-st few weeks.
I protest against the functions of a
Supreme Court Judge being given to
anyone who does not hold a commission

lacin him above the power of the
overnment. This is not the first Gov-

ernment which has done this.
HoN. J. W. HACKETT: It is against

the Constitution.
How. Mt. L. MOSS: It is against the

Oonstitution and against all constitutions
framed in accordance with British notions.
The functions of a Supreme Court Judge
are such that he should be liable only to
be removed from his position on the
ground of misbehaviour. The Concilia-
tion and Arbitration Act takes up the
time of one Judge in this State, and there
is no intermediate court between the
Local Court and the Supreme Court, as
there is in New South Wales, where there
is a District Court presided over by a
Supreme Court Judge. As it is neces-
sary for the proper performance and
administration of justice in the country
to appoint another Judge, the question of
another £1,700 a year is a mere bagatelle
compared with the expenditure of £10,000
on the fruitless work of Royal Commis-
sions. I have said, and pretty well every
member has said in his own district, that
the public are entitled to Circuit Courts at
regular intervals, so that justice can be
administered cheaply and be within reach
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of all. True, Circuit Courts sit at K(al-
goorlie, and there is no reason whby courts
of quarter sessions should not sit at
Bunbury, at Albany, at Geraldton, or at
any place which the railway system taps.
It is in the best interests of the country
and of the proper administration of jus-
tice that another Supreme Court Judge
should be appointed. It is inexpedient
to appoint resident magistrates as
Supreme Court Judges, and I hope it
will not be repeated in the future. I
trust this Government or anyv other Gov-
ernment will regard it as one of the most
important matters in the future that
should receive attention. Besides the
work of the Arbitration Court to-day the
Full Court list is in arrears, which is very
detrimental to the best interests of the
country. There are cases which have
been ready for argument on appeal for
over six months, and I believe, although
Mr. Justice Parker, when Acting Chief
Justice, did make the s-atemnent to the
Government that the Judges were able to
keep abreast of the work, I think if he
were asked whether the Judges could
carry on the Circuit Courts work which I
have indicated should be undertaken by
the Judges, he would say it was impos-
sible. I think a very strong case exists
to-day for the appointment of another
Judge.

HoN. J1. D. CONNOLLY: Would not
that lessen the work in Perth ?

At 6-30, the ACTING PaSSIDEIIT left
the Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

HON. I. L. MOSS (continuing): I
desire to make a correction with regard
to the expenses of these Commissions.
Of course these papers were laid on the
table only to-day, and it is pardonable
if I made a mistake quite unintentionally
when I made the assertion that these
Commissions cost the country X4,968 in
commissioners' fees, and in printing
£1,224, making X6,192. It seems I am
somewhat in error, because at the bottom
of this statement of the fees received by
the commissioners the total cost comes to
£1,311; consequently the figures I have
given are apparently the total, and we
have not, therefore, to add the cost of
secretarial work and printing. But the
return is so inadequate, so incomplete,

that liy error is quite pardlonable. In
my desire to be absolutely fair in this, as
I believe I am in other matters, I think
it is only proper that I should wake this
correction. Last session this House
passed a resolution protesting against
the Government taking at side in indus-

Itrial disputes, the House then being of
opinion that the duty of the Government
is to steer a middle course in these things,
because (me can picture in any industrial
dispute of great moment the duty of the
Government might be to preserve law and
order in the conmmunity, which is the
Government's first duty, and it will
become a difficult matter for the Govern-
ment to adopt that stand of impartiality
which everybody expects them to take up
on such ani occasion, if when an indus-
trial dispute takes place we find the
Minister for Labour battling either for
the employer or employed. So last ses-
sion this House objected to the Govern-
ment doing what they did in connection
with the Potosinmine. There was atbreat
by the Minister that he would do the
same thing with betmold, Limited. I
should have thought that the 'protest

w hichi came from this branch of Parlia-
ment would have been a sufficient lesson
for the Government or the Minister in

Icharge of that department to induce him
to refrain from other matters of a similar
character, and I regret exceedingly that
any Minister of the Crown should have
permitted himself to be drawn into such
a correspondence as took place between
the Minister for Labour and Messrs.
Hfolmes. Any persona who has read that
correspondence must come to the con-
elusion that the Government took up an
attitude which they were not justified in
doing, and they were repeating that which
the House objected to last session.
Whenever I find the Government inter-
fering with at matter which does not con-
cern them I shall protest against it, and I
do on this occasion, as I did previously. It
i4a great pity that although money can
be found 'for Royal Commissions, and
£65,000 a year apparently to run the De-
partment of Labour, a pressing matter
like the completion of the Lunatic
Asylum at Claremont does not occupy
the Government's attention. These re-
ports are put upon the table of the House.
Seeing the nmass of stuff that comes here
no member can be expected to go through
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it all, but I respectfully ask the members
of the House to take that short report
from Dr. Montgomery, Inspector General
of the Insane, and read the statements
contained on page 5. He there says:

During this year the workshops and stores
in connection with the proposed New Hospital
at Claremont were completed, end at present
afford accommodation for 85 patients. This
has to a certain extent relieved the extreme
congestion at Fremantle, yet the overcrowding
there is worse than it was when the Royal
Commission condemned the buildings and
deplored the overcrowding five years ago.
Although these 85 patients have been removed
to Claremont, there are 70 more accommodated
in Fremantle Hospital for the Insane thant
there were when the Commission visited that
institution. Some idea of the overcrowding
may be gathered from the fact that there is
not a single sitting-room in the building for
the use of the patients, all the available room
being taken up for providing sleeping accom-
modation.
Lower down the report says

At the present rate of progress the institu-
tion at Claremonrt will not he completed for at
least eight or nine years and meanwhile the
numbers Are increasing at Fremnantle, and the
congestion there is becoming worse.

Until the Hospital at Claremont is com-
pleted we cannot hope that the insane in this
State can receive anything like proper and
scientific treatment, while the cost of .m-
tenrance will remain high, scattered as the
patients are over the country in buildings
unsuited to the purpose for which they at
present are used.
Then I see from looking at that report
that over £2,000 last year was received
for patients' fees. It is hardly a fair
thing that the institution should be
stigmatised by its own head in the way
it is when the Government are charging
for a large number of patients, and in
ray opinion, and certainly in the opinion
of every other person, the patients can-
not be getting the full value they are
entitled to for the money. It is an awful
disgrace to this country that while we
find money to build mints, to improve
the park on Mount Eliza, for the ZVo
and a hundred and one other things, the
dictates of humanity have not allowed us
to do inore for the institution to which
I refer. Thei-e is no blame attachable to
the late Government at all; I cast no
blame Upon the preceding Governments;
but cannot something be done with an
idea of alleviating the present tension
with regard to that institution P

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: It Will be
done.

Hon. M. L. MOSS: I anm delighted
to hear the Minister give that assurance.
I know he gives that assurance with~ a
full responsibilit y of what he says. I
believe there is no More pressing work
in the State, and one which we as reason-
ably charitable people should give atten-
tion to, than the completion of that
building at Claremont. I trust that
next time there is a report from Dr.
Montgomery with regard to this matter

b wilhave an opportunity of saying
soehng very much more flattering to

the Government than we have before us
at the present time. Members may
observe from observations by the Chief
Justice that there is something which
must operate very detrimentally to busi-
ness people with regard to Sections 41
and 42 of the Stamp Act. It has
been decided that unless the stamp
is actually upon a bill at the time the
maker signs it, it cannot be stamped
onl its coming into the possession of
the payee; and it is rather a serious
state of affairs for banking people
and business people in the country that
people should be enabled to get out
of a just liability in consequence of a
technical defect. It becomes a very
serious matter in this State when you
think of the number of transactions
which occur in a place like Murchison

Iand in the North, where not only are
stamps unprocurable but no bills are

iprocurable, and I have seen ordinary
ppaper used. There is a feeling that
there should be an immediate amending
of the statute; and it should not rest
with a private member to carry out a
duty of that kind. I earnestly hope that
the leader of the House will consult with
the Treasurer with regard to this matter,

Iand that when he replies at the end of
this debate a promise will be given that
the Government will deal with the
question. For while it is the dut 'y of
Parliament to see that the revenue is not
defrauded, there is no reason why these
obstacles should be put in the way of
business people recovering payment they
are justly entitled to. There is only one
other point I wish to touch on in conclu-
sion. The Premier told US at Subiaco
that be was going to bring in some
legislation to deal with unregistered race-
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courses. There is nothing in the Speech
with regard to that, and I desire to say
that I shall co-operate most cordially
with the Government in stamping out
what the Premier baa designated as an
unmitigated evil. I agree that it is
doing great mischief in the country. If
the Government intend to cary out that
portion of their policy outlined at Subiaco
I will assist them to draw the necessary,
measure to do the following: in order to
prevent further racecourses being started
in this State unless proper licenses are
obtained, and also to immediately stop
those unregistered courses. I ain tread-
ing on tender ground when I do this,
because there is one of these unregistered
courses in my own district, and there are
influential gentlemen interested in it who
will not relish my observations in regard
to the subject. But I will do my best to

s tain out an evil most injurious to the
pep(in that district, and the same

thing obtains elsewhere. There is far too
much racing in the community. I do not
desire to pose as asmoralistin any respect.
A certain amount of racing may be all
right, but this handful of people cannot
keep going the huge army there is living
upon it. Something inust be done to
stamp the evil out. The Premier is tobe
complimented on the observations he
made. I hope from the observations I
have made generally that members sitting
on these benches do not consider 11 look
with fear on the future of this State.
That is not the case, for while I have
some things to comnmend, aund others to
condemn, I really believe that even with a
certain amount of had administration
nothing can prevent this State from pro-
gressing. Wonderful possibilities there
are, and if the country is only left alone
reasonably aind enabled to work out its
own destiny, if we do not tinker with it
too much in the way of artificial legis-
lation, I believe it is bound to go ahead.
The prospects are better to-day-than ever
they have been. We have greater popui-
latiou and greater revenue tha-d ever we
have had, and with economy and careful
administration we are bound to send this
country ahead hy leaps and bounds. I
have no fearfor the future. WhilefIam
prepared to give my support to some of
the proposals in this Speech, the Guvern.
inent may rest assured that those I feel]
strongly should not be placed on the

statute-book will receive at my hands the
opposition wh ich I have already indicated.

How. E. M. CLARKE (South-West):
After listening to the eloquent speech by
my friend Mr. Moss, and bearing in mind
that he has covered an immense amount of
ground and has touched on many defects,
and ha. suggested remedies in many in-
stances, I think it would be presumption
on my part to enlarge mnuchon what he has
said; but I consider that Mr. Moss has
sounded a warning note, a thing that has
been in my mind for a long time. I shall
refer to the subjects in the Governor's
Speech and follow with references to some
remarks by Mr. Moss. In the Governor's
Speech reference is made to the progress
of this State. The State is all right
enough so far as it goes, but there are
some things that I do not like the look
of. The Governor in his Speech says that
mining is going on all right enoughi. Gold
mining may be, and I am prepared to say
that I do not know very much about it;
but one thing I -wish to touch upon
particularly, that being coal mining. Of
course all members are aware of the
troubles existing there; troubles that it
Was for the Arbitration Act to amend;
troubles that the Arbitration Act could
have been asked to remedy, and should
remedy; but it appears that this is
not so; that notwithstanding the Arbi-
tration Act the trouble is there, and in a
very acute form. It exists to such an
extent that unless something is done, and
that very shortly, that industry is going
to the wall. It is an open secret now
that the people wvho have invested their
money in that industry have made nothing
or but very little out Of it. What they
did make they spent on machinery or
improving their mine, and they have not
so far got any thing out of it. It isa also
in1 open secret that the we"i who are
working the coal f rinm that mine can and
CIO make from 15s. to _Ci per day; but 1
amu not going to state half the truth,
which mnay be, so to speak, dealingr with
the matter falsely, but I will asay this,
that while those men whno are working
can make from 1s. to 20s. per day,
they only do get about three days a
week. Hence the men are not to blame
because they want that wage. Here
within the State and under our noses is
an industry, and we have gone to the
expense of getting an expert report on it.

Adarese-in-reply: [19 Jclv, 1905.]
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Unfortunately that report, like many
others, simply lies on the table and very
little action is taken in the matter. At
the same time, it strengthens the position
I took up some years ago, that when the
coal is thlere it is in the interests of the
country it should be worked. We want
to demonstrate to these workmen that if
they are prepared to get that coal out at
a cost of So. a ton less than it at present
costs they will thereby increase the de-
mand for the coal. We are bound to ask
ourselves the reason why the Cornmis-
sioner of Railways refuses to take the
coal. The answer is simple. It is
acknowledged, and has been known for
years, that the coal is 25 per cent. less
mn value for steaming purposes than
Newcastle coal; and no one can blame
Mr. George for refusing to take the coal.
My contention is that the Government
should do their best to demonstrate to
these men that if they are prepared to
work for a lower figure, at the expiry of
six days they will have more money than
by working three days under present
conditions. I need hardly draw the
attention of business men to this fact,
that it is not so much what the workmen
will make by the output of one ton of
coal that makes the money, but it is the
number of tons put out. We want to
get the coal out and produce it at a corn-
nmercial value, at about 3s. or 4s. less than
the other coal costs, and to place it on the
market at its true commercial value.
Then, instead of 800 or 400 men working
three days a week, we would have 700 or
800 men working full time, and we will
be on the right track in trying to improve
the industry. Another aspect of that
question argued in some quarters is the
establishmtent of a. State coal mine. Of
all things we do not want a State-
owned mine. It is recognised all round
that if the Government want anythinig
done they pay 2.5 per cent, mete than it
could be done for by private individuals.
Dr. Jack will bear out what I say. I am
not repeating his argument. It has
always been mine. We will never have
any industry of that kind run by the
Government, because it will cost the
Government so much more. It is alto-
gether out of the question to talk about
State-owned mines. There are some
gentlemen who are very much opposed to
Collie coal because of its liability to set

fire to districts, Speaking with experi-
ence on the matter, I say it is perfectly
feasible and reasonable that none of the
Collie coal should be used in the agri-
cultural areas during the six months of
the year when they are liable to catch fire.
In the South-West we take no notice of
a fire. If it starts a few miles away we
are perfectly aware that. it is not a matter
of concern for us because it will not
reach us. It is not so in the Eastern
Districts. If we use Newcastle coal in
districts where Collie coal is said to be
liable to. set fire to the place, and if a fire
occurs and the Government can show it
was caused by the Newcastle coal, the
prejudice against Collie coal will in some
way diminish. The Treasurer admits
that our finances require watching. Mr.
Daglish last year was twitted with saying
that we must observe a " mark-time"
policy, and his Ministry was calleda
"1mark-time " Ministry; but I admire
the mian for that expression, though
hie was jeered at. He knew then per-
fectly well that the State was in such
a position that we would have to be
careful. But I do not like this about the
Ministry: they knew then that the
finances required watching, but I fail to
understand thecousisteney in now going
the whole bog and talking about spend-
ing money when they have little prospect
of getting it. I commend Mr. Daglish
for his "mnark-time" policy. I cannot
commend him for his present policy.
Perhaps some memb ers think the Gov-
ernment are to blame for the decrease of
the surplus and for leaving the State
with a deficiency at present; but it has
been an open secretthatfor some years past
we have been spending a lot more money
than our revenue warranted us in spend -
ing!. If it were my business and I was
spending money in the way it has been
spent in this Slate, I should unhesita-
tingly say that we are going to the dogs,
and that fast. As an old colonist, I have
every faith in the State. The country is
good endugh; but the modern trend of
legislation, the way things are working,
and the reckless way we are spending our
money are calculated to kill any place on
the face of the earth. Mr. Moss sounded
a% warning note about the different Com-
missions. I -would not so much mnind
taxation provided the country got the
benefit of it; but when we see the money

Pourth day.[COUNCIL.]
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frittered away in the way it is it is bad,
and someone is wanted to lay a hand on
the spot where the faults exist, and to
say :"Whether I fall or stand, I am
going to put a stop to it." That is the
policy we want. No person in a private
enterprise would allow things to go on as
they are going on in this State. It is
not that the place is bad. It is good.
But we want an economical man at the
head of the Government to see that
money is not frittered away. With regard
to Commissions I ask, "Do we get the
value of these things? Do we act on
their recommendations? For instance,
we had a Royal Commission on the Civil
Service. How many recommendations of
that Commission were acted on? What did
it cost? In short, what did we get for the
coat of that Commission ? The cost and
the actual benefit received were altogether
out of Jproportion. Another matter I
desire to speak on is the proposed land
tax. I have heard a good deal of talk
about getting people on the laud. That
sort of talk is generally indulged in by
those who know the least about it. It is
getting to be a claptrap saying " Get the
people on the land." It is all right. I
say that farming or agriculture is going
to be the backbone of the place and one
of our sheet anchors; but we want dis-
cretion and do not want on one hand to
say to intending settlers, "1Here is land
free from any taxation; we will almost
give it to you," while at the same time
we are attempting such a thing as is
suggested in the Governor's Speech-a
tax on unimproved values of land.
Whenever that comes in I shall oppose
it. Not that it will affect me in the
least. I am like the proverbial man with
160 acres and a cow. I have a few acres
and a few cattle; and it will not affect
me in the least; but the tax is going to
be against the best interests of the State.
Through the reckless expenditure we are
obliged to resort to land taxes ; but with
proper economy our revenue should be
quite sufficient to carry us along, anid we
ought also to have something left to carry
oat reproductive works. We loot back
and see that the expenditure has been
exceeding the revenue for the last three
or four years; and I say it is time, as
Mr. Daglish says, that our finances want
closely watching. We want more than
words. We want deeds. There is

another question on which I am cautious,
because it would be out of place to talk
very much about the matter now. I
refer to the purchase of the Midland
Railway. I believe the Government
should hold every railway in the State
and also the Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment. Outside that the Government
should do nothing. Therefore, I unhesi-
tatingly say, if the price be reasonable
and we get value for the money, of
which we shall be able to judge when
the reports are before us- that I should
be in favour of the purchase of the
railway, but not at far and away more
than the value. Some years ago we
purchased the Great Southern Railway,
I believe at about two-thirds of the
price asked for this railway. I am
not in a position to say that thiis railway
is not worth that large amount, but it is
one of those things we want to be guarded
against. I will not express any opinion
farther than that if the price be reason-
ablewe should be in favourof the purchase
of the railway, because I believe we should
own it. With regard to the Legislative
Council I do not wish to say any thing,
because it seems somewhat like sounding
our own trumpets to say that we are
absolutely necessary; but I could not
hielp thinking, when Mr. Moss was speak-
ing about the bad Bills sent down here,
or that wanted careful revision, about one
Bill that came down to us some two
years ago and which was repeated last
year with the same defects in it. Even
though he may not be a settler and may
not know stuck, Mr. Moss would under-
stand perfectly when I tell him what was
ini the Bill until it was altered last year.
It was the Brands Bill, and set forth very
plinly that if a person impounded stock
belonging to another and the owner of
the stock could satisfy a justice of the
pmeace that he was the owner, the stock
would be released on the payment of the
poundage fees and £1 per bead for all
stock. According to the definition of
" stock " it was made very clear that stock
meant sheep or cattle. . The .£1 was to
go to the Consolidated Revenue. If a
man impounded 500 sheep, on the owner
paying a trespass fee of a penny per head
and £2500 he could have the sheep. I
think it must be patent to anybody that
it was either a case of gross neglect or
one of incompetency. The matter was
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set right last year by a member of
another place at my suggestion. That
in itself convinces me that although I
am not a. lawyer, there are many things
in Bills placed before this House that
need revising, and unfortunately there is
too much experimental legislation creep-
ing in at times. Referring now to the
proposed referendum in regard to the
Legislative Council, I say that when
that appeal comes before us we will deal
with it in a proper manner. There is
another question referred to in the
Speech, the Aborigines Protection Bill.
A measure on that subject was before
this House last session, and we took
much trouble in trying to deal with it
from a business-like standpoint; and in
doing so we did not allow our feelings to
be carried away by thinking that the
natives were ill-used in every instance
and never got justice, that the settlers
were a lot of brutes unfit to control the
aborigines. .Bat we then asked for the
report of a Royal Commission on the
subject, and what have we got? We
have got a. report which has had this
effect in the old country, that it repre-
sents us as a lot of barbarians; and I
say that report has done us a lot of harm.
It may have brought some things to light
which needed exposure, but the report of
that Commission seems to be somewhat
of an ex parls statement, as is shown to
a great extent by recent developments in
the North. -If we are to believe anything of
what is reported from the North, it would
appear that the blackfellow is not always
a. sufferer, but that lie does at times get
home ont the white. The aborigines ques-
tion is a, difficult one to deal with, and if
the Government really want to encourage
settlement in tben North where natives
are numerous, then the Government must
be in a position to ensure those settlers
from molestation or interference by the
blacks. It, is mnanifest that you cannot
have a dual control in a country like that,
and there is only one course open. The
powers that he must either protect the
settlers in a proper manner, or they must
return to the native population the lands
which 'have been occupied by white
settlers; and if the lands are given back
to the aborigines there must be com-
pensation to those white settlers who
have invested mioney in those pastR Pral
lands. We know thait whewe whites and

blacks meet, some immoralities and
irregularities will occur in spite of al
that can be done. Either the blak must
he master or the white must be master,
and the sooner that question is settled
the better. We have to bear in wind
that the whites will have to be protected,
and it Will cost an immense sum of
mioney to do it. I hardly know what to
recommend that should be done for the
best, but I should like to see justice done
to both whites and blacks in that
country. The question is a difficult one,
and I think that so far as the settlers are
concerned the question is whether it
would be better to prevent the white
settlers from employing natives at all.
We took their lands from them, and
what are we going to give to the blacks
in return if we do not employ them in
labour?1 Suppose a lot of superior beings
planted themselves down here and look
all our property, what should we do in
such a case? It is one thing to wake a
report of certain abuses that have come
to light in regard to the treatment of
natives in the North, and it is another
thing to deal exhaustively and fairly
with the question as a whole. There
is one other matter in the Speech to
which I have a decided objection. There
are two State hotels in the country,
and if State hotels are to be the order of
the day, the hest thing the Government
can do will be to act as wet-nurse to
everybody, take over all our businesses,
our farms, our various industries. As to
the Government managiug these things,
I say there are only two or three things
that I would consent to the Government
having anything to do with, and the
running of a pub. is not one of them.
Let it be dlearly understood that the
State pub. was not started by the present
Government; hut I have a suspicion that
they have a tendencY to snpporttliat sort
of thing, and if so I anm opposed to it.
If the Government of the country look
after and manage the public affairs
properly, they will have enough to do
wvithout running State hotels. With
regard to experimental laws, it is my
opinion that, what we want is a good deal
less law. There are somie laws which I
approve of and have supported, but the
making of laws is something like the
qluestion of Federation. I did not vote
for Federation, but I would have been
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one of the strongest advocates for it had
it been one of those things we could take
and try if we liked, or give it up. These
experimental laws are not like that; for
we know that when we pass an Act in
this House experimentally, we can wipe
it anay whenever we like. Some of the
experimental laws I supported, to show
at the time that I am not bide-bound in
regard to new ideas in legislation. What
do members spend tbeir time on in this
House, but simpl to make a lot of laws
and fin out that they need alteration.
The Speech refers also to a proposal to
build and manage a railway in the North-
West by private enterrise. I must say,wihu idng fault, that Iam absolu-tel atonshd ata body of men for

womn I have considerabl respect in
proposing a, thing of this kind; for on
the one hand they are negotiating for
the purchase of a railway that was con-
structed by private enterprise years ago,
upon exactly the same lines that are sug-
gested in regard to this railway in the
North-West- [MExER : No, no] -or
it amounts to this, that the Government
are going to give some concession to a
company or a syndicate, they are going
to plaoce themselves in the bands of a
private syndicate who have money to
invest, the Government reserving the
right of purchase later on. In fact they
are going to Ret somebody else to con-
struct a railway that they will have to
buy back at a future time. We have had
two instances of this; not that I say
those were mistakes at the time the rail-
ways were built by private enterprise,
because when those concessions were
granted to private companies things were
not as they are now in this State. We
had then to go begging for pbaons to do
things for us, and we had even to sub-
sidise a paltry little steamer to run along
the coast; but we bave not to do that
now, and so I say that to simply purchase
with one hand a concession that was
granted years ago, and to sell with the
other hand a6 concession to a new com-
pany, is an action I disapprove of entirely.
The Government propose to get out of
one noose, and to put their head in
another noose. [Interjection by Hon. 0.
A. Piesse.] We must build the line our-
selves, because I say if it is good enough
for us to guarantee and take the risk of
granting a concession to a. private corn-

Irnny, it is good enough for as to spend
our own money on it and stand to win in
the transaction. As ordinaryv business
men, we should bear in mind two
examples we have had in railways built
by private enterprnse, the Great Southern
and the Midland lines; and although it
was wise in those days to grant those
concessions because we wanted settlement
and had to get it at any price, yet we are
not now obliged to go begging round the
country as we had to do then, and so I
say we should build this line if it is to be
built at a. I would like to back Mr.
Moss up in the warning note he has
sounded, that we are going too fast and
it is time the brake was put on, and that
in the future we should see that we do
not spend more money than our income
warrants.

HON. S. J. HAYNES (South-East):
I propose to be exceedingly brief, aftefr
the very able and exhaustive speeches of
members who have preceded me; and I
refer praticularly to the speech of Mr.
Moss. Before touching on matters con-
tained in the Speech of His Excellency,
allow me to congratulate you. Mr. Briggs,
on your occupying the President's seat, a
position which I feel sure you will fill
with honour and dignity. At the same
time, I regret the occasion of your being
called upon to take that honourable
position. I trust that our respected
President, Sir George Shenton, will be
restored to perfect health by his visit to
the old country. I shall be as brief as
possible, because it seems to me the
Address-in-Reply is a purely formal
matter, and binds us to very little. [HoNq.
G. RANDELL: To nothing.] It may bind
us to something; because we may ex-
press opinions before we know details,
and may be sorry afterwards for having
expressed those opinions. The Address-
in-Reply is formal in many respects,
because we approach it so guardedly; and
its adoption is also a matter of form. As
to the Speech, I cannot but bea struck, in
common with other members, by the differ-
ence between the original policy speech of
the present Premier, published some 12
months ago, and referred to as the mark-
time policy, and the proposals of great
magnitude which this Speech embodies.
When the Premier announced his original
policy, I was impressed with its modera-
tion in many respects, and above all I
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was pleased with the mark-time policy,
which I thought was needed, because in
the past we had been spending too
rapidly, and it was time that a different
policy was pursued. That was only,
ten months ago; and now I am sur-
prised at the change which has come over
the opinion of the Government, and at the
magnitude of their proposals. The
pendulum has swung completely from
one side to the other, the two policies
being diametrically opposed; and while
many of the proposals in the Governor's
Speech are well worth considering, and
may for the welfare of the State be given
effect to someday, it must be obvious to
the Ministry and to this House that the
proposals cannot possibly be carried out
in the near future. I prefer a mark-time
policy, considering that with our small
population, though it now reaches a
quarter of a million, we had better pro-
gress slowly and surely rather than adopt
a forced stroke, resulting in the heaping
up of our public debt. Our future will
then be surer and more satisfactory. be-
cause the day of reckoning does come,
and then the pinch is felt. Though the
Premier has abandoned his cautious views
of ten months ago, it, is satisfactory to
note that he now has greater confidence
in the State and a more cheerful outlook,
judging by his present proposals in the
Governor's Speech, which states that, as
we all know, our large industries, mining,
agricultural, pastoral, and others, ar? pro-
gressing in a manner on which We can
but congratulate ourselves. That satis-
factory report has; been made, T am
pleased to say, for many years past, and
I hope it will be made for many to come.
Undoubtedly our industries are prosper-
ous and satisfactory; and the country
throughout compares more than favour-
ably with the Eastern States. But not-

wihtnding that, the very first item in
the Speech reads, " The finances. of the
State will require your close attention; "
anid farther on we notice proposals for
increased taxation-a tax on unimproved
land values, and an income tax. I am
thoroughly in accord with all the speakers
who have preceded me in stating that I see
no reason whatever for any increased taxas-
tion. Our immense revenue of over
£3,600,000, considering our small popu-
lation, is surely ample for any purpose;
and all we need toc keep on the right side

of the ledger is proper, careful, and safe
administration. Shrewd business men

Iwith such an income, having regard
to the small population, could surely
make ends meet and at the same time

ipromote the contentment, happiness, and
progress of the people. I therefore think
these proposals for fresh taxation in times
of prosperity are altogether unsatisfac-
tory. I am not opposed to an income tax
in itself; but 1 think an income tax and
an unimproved land tax are taxes which,
if they must be imposed, should be im-
posed at a time of stress, not in a time of
prosperity. And a time of trouble will
come to us as it has come to the Eastern
States. That will be the time to look
round for taxation of an extreme charac-
ter. Besides, the revenue that is ap-

Ipareutly anticipated from those taxes
is but small; and no doubt the cost of
collection would be enormous compared
with the result. As to the tax on unim-
proved land values at the present
juncture, I am entirely averse to that.
Everyone is in fa-vour of putting the
people on the land, giving them every
inducement to go there, and encouraging
them when there; yet here we are talking
of taxing unimproved land. Whilst I
would like to see the land improved, I
like to see capital coming to the country
and taking' up the land, which in time the
owner will improve, thus adding to the
wealth of the State. I read the other
day in the Press a report of the speech in
which Mr. Patrick drew attention to a
pamphlet published in London by our
Agent General, and therefore inspired no
doubt by the Government-a. very good
little publication, practically drawing
attention to this State, and showing what
an elysiumn it is for the farmer, seeing
that it has no income tax and no land tax.
Yet in a few months after the publication
of that pamphlet, the Governor's Speech
announces as the policy of the Govern-
ment of the day a land tax and an income
tax. I do not think the time has
arrived for those taxes. I think that, with
careful -administration, we shall not only
make onds meet, hut shall wind up with a
surplus at the year's end. The Speech con-
tains a statement as to the purchase of the
Mid land Railway and lands. I quite recog-
nise that there is a vast extent of valuable
territory to be opened out to the selector

Iunder our very liberal land laws, and
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the opening up of these lands would
undoubtedly be a boon to the country-
At the same time, we must look on such
a proposal largely as a business propo-
sition, and I think it is wise that I
should follow the members who have
preceded me and, before expressing an
opinion on the purchase, wait to see the
details; and if it be found that these are
satisfactory, and that the purchase is
wise from a. financial aspect, I will vote
for what I consider the best interests of
the State. But the price will have to be
fair; and it must be made clear that the
purchase can be effected without detri-
ment to the country. In common with
other members, I shall wait for farther
details before I commit myself. Another
matter mentioned in the Speech. is the
referendum to ascertain the wishes of the
people as to the retention of the bi-
cameral Legislature, that is to say as to
whether this House should be abolished,
or, in the alternative, whether its fran-
chise qualification should be reduced.
Unhesitatingly I say I have no con-
fidence, or very little, in a referendum.
It is an unconstitutional proceeding; and
I think it is, as a rule, an unfair instru-
meut; an instrument, it seems to me,
that may be used from time to time to
take off tesponsibility which should rest
on the Ministry of the day. I should
also like to point out that if the refer-
endum is to be taken it is apparently to
be taken on two questions:- first, "1Are
you in favour of the abolition of the
Legislative Council? ?" Second, " Or,
are you in favour of the reduction of the
franchise for that House? " I disagree
with the referendum in any form; but I
say that to submit the question in that
form will be most unfair and most
unsatisfactory; for if the first question is
answered in the negative, then the
second must be answered in the a~ffirma-
tive. The referendum is a most uncon-
stitutional mode of proceeding.

HoN. J. D). CoNwotLY: No oppor-
tunity will be given the people to state
whether they are satisfied with the
House as it is.

HoN. S. J, HAYNES: They give them
the opportunity by saying " Yes; we wish
to retain it." If say, in the event of the
people saying "No" to the first question,
in regard to the franchise the answer
must he in the affirmative. It is a kind

of "h eads I win tails you lose" on a
referendum of that kind. As far as con-
stitutional reform is concerned, I think it
should be arrived at hi' constitutional
means, and those constitutional means
should rest in the hands of the thrifty in
the State, the better class in the State.
They should put other members into the
House and the reform must be through
them. With respect to the franchise, I
submit we have as liberal a franchise as
there is in Australia. It is no use my
referring to the franchise in Victoria. or in
Queensland, because none is more liberal
than our own. If we are to reduce the
franchise for this House we shall alter
the very character of the House, and that
seems to be the defect in the present
Federal Constitution. We should hav
men of like ideas in both Houses. The
very character of the House would be
altered. In view of what I have said, I
see no reason whatever for a reduction of
the franchise. The next matter referred
to in the Speech is a big question indeed,
and I do not think previous speakers have
referred to it at length, but it has been
referred to. The Speech indicates that a,
measure for the establishment of old age
pensions will be brought forward. That
is one of those questions which should be
approached with gravity and care. I
doubt, with the experience which some of
the Eastern States have had of the work-
ing of old age pension schemes, that it
will be at all satisfactory. I think if an
old age pension scheme be carried out to
any great extent it will tend to breed
pauperism, and give us in the futurea more
difficult problem to tackle than the Poor
Laws in the oldconntry have beenfor many
years past. It seems to me an old age
pension scheme might he anything but

Ian encouragement to thrift. If a Bill
for the granting of pensions comes before

Ithe House I shall give it close attention.
At present I think it would be better for
the State if the conditions were improved
for the poor and the improvident were
made more comfortable. That would be
more advantageous to the State than a
far-reaching and evil-reaching scheme
like an old age pension scheme. To give
anything like an effective pension in the
State, particularly in this State where
there ate so many adults, would be a
serious incubus on the State. As to the
liquor traffic, I sympathise with most
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right-thinking nien on the evils attending
the drink traffic, and I would do all in
my rower to minimise the evil, but I do
not think the evil effects will be mini-
mised by State ownership. So far the
experiment in this State has been most
unsatisfactory indeed. It seems to me it
does not matter what Acts of Parliament
are passed in regard to the liquor .trade
or anything els e, it comes to the one
thing, that unless the Acts are properly
adm inistered they will not be a success.
If our present Licensing Acts were prop-
erly administered, ll do not think there
would be any necessity for an -amendment.
We bare ample provision for local option,
and there is also provision as to the
quality of liquor sold, and I think if the
present Acts were properly administered
things would work satisfactorily. There
would be greater discretion on the part
of licensing benches in granting licenses
and compelling hotels to keep respect-
able and reasonable accommodation for
the travelling public, not as we find at
present-hotels run for the, bar trade
alone. When a man goes to an hotel with
his wife and family he is regarded as anc
intruder and he feels most uncomfortable.
If hotels were better looked after and
licenses cancelled if conveniences were not
found in the way of board and lodging,
there would be less cause for complaint.
In hotels, the quality of the liquor sold
ought to be as well looked after as the
quality of our food is. If these matters
were looked after it would promote
what we desire, far greater temper-
ance, and there would he no need for
drastic or novel methods. There is at
proposal to build a line of railway from
Port Hedland to Nu~lagine, and I muay
say the proposal in the Speech in regard
to that line I am averse to. It practically
amounts to a purchase by the Govern-
ment, and I think that would be exceed-
ingly unsatisfactory. The proposal is for
those who take up the venture to build
the line and the Government are to
guarantee a certain interest on the coat.
I see that evils may crop up, and this
State may be saddled with a very serious
outlay for interest. I am not averse to
the building of the Uie by private enter-
prise, indeed I am thoroughly in favour
of it; but the enterprise f desire to
attract is the enterprise of contractors
to build the line, taking all, the isik ad

running it, and the Government protect-
ing the public by limiting the rates. If
the venture pays, and I hope it will, then
the company will benefit, it the com-

Ipany must take the risk. I am satisfied
the proposal in the Speech would work
unsatisfactorily. I may say I advocate
the encouragement of private enterprise
in every respect. The more we throw on
private enterprise and the less on the
Government the better for our people.
What do we find in the State at the
present time, and this is the trend
all th rough Australia 2-that the people
throw very little on private enter-
prise and all they can on the Gov-
ernment. We are breeding a race
which will not be self-reliant. We know
it is impossible to do everything by
private enterprise on account of the
sparse population, but now that popula-
tion is increasing somewhat, I say, throw
as much as we can, on private enterprise
and we shall breed a6 better race, and
there will be greater welfare in the State.
It seems to me the tendency is to level
everything down sand to destroy any
encouragement to industry and energy.
That was not the method our fore-
fathers adopted when they camne to
Australia. They had to be self-reliant
-and to depend on the capital which they
brought with them. I trust the time wil
come when this tendency to throw every-
thing on the Government will break
down of its own weight. Before such a
disaster awaits the State I hope our
legislators in their wisdom will retrace
their steps and go back to the principle
that brought our forefathers to the front

Iin the old days- The proposed expendi-
ture contemplated by the Speech is
enormous. Where are we to get the
money fromP We know the recent loan
was a disastrous flotation. The money
came to the State at X93. When we
have an object-lesson like that-the diffi-
culty of getting money-it shows we
must economise. We must have exceed-
ingly careful administration sad avoid
borrowing as far as possible. And
certainly with the income we have, I
fail to see an 'y necessity to borrow to
the extent we have dlone in the past and
to the extent which seems contemplated
in the Address. I do not propose to
detain the House more. I have only given
a few general remarks with respect to the
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Address, The matters have been dealt
with prettyv lengthily by others, and very
ably. I, like others, think we may con-
sider ourselves exceedingly blessed in
being in the state of prosperity we are in.
I am perfectly satisfied that this State is
one of the greatest of the lot, and it has
great potentialities if properly managed,
if we are not afraid to attract population.
There seems to be a tendency to erect a
barricade to keep out population. We
want population of the right kind. We
want to attract inen with a little capital
if we can, and give them every encourage-
ment. One of the methods of attracting
them would no doubt he the circulation
of literature, not voluminous matter but
small pamphlets distributed in London,
and by seeing that passages out are
exceedingly moderate. That seems to be
one of the greatest handicaps against
W estern Australia and one of the greatest
factors in regard to Canada. So far as
Canada is concerned there is no doubt she
has very rich land and forests and great
wealth, but she has a very severe climate
in most parts. As regards this State we
have any amount of good land open for
selection for a much greater population
than we have at present, for many
millions, so far as that is concerned;
at any rate, thousands and tens of
thousands. If we can attract the right
class, they will, I am perfectly satisfied, be
contented, and they will have one of the
finest climates in the world and one of
the best markets. We do not want to
attract the useless or the hangers-about-
town, if we can help it. I rep~at, we
want population of the right type, and I
am sorry nothing is mentioned in the
Speech. No doubt the Government have
carefully considered the matter, but I am
sorry nothing is mentioned. with a view
to attracting immigrants of the right
class. I think there is scope and opening
for thousands, but at the same time I
must admit-I am sorry to admit it and
sorry to notice it-that it seems there is
a desire on the part of the so-called
Labour class-because it is only a name-
to keep population out of the State.
One would think that the smaller the
population the wealthier the State was.
I say, attract as much population as we
can, and if we get population of the right
type, with capital as much as possible,
this State will go on as it has done in the

past, by leaps and bounds, in fact by
greater leaps and bounds than it has
done. We should open out all the
avenues we possibly can for the attrac-
tion of men with capital to this place. I
repeat that we should not put barricades
in the way. In many instances there are
tendencies to restriction, even amongst
shipping. Surely shipping ought to be
made as free as possible. We ought to
attract as many vessels as we can. They
do not come for fun or amusement, but
simply for what they can carry, for com-
merce. I would also say this, that we
have nut been at all blessed in the past
with a paucity of legislation. I think
that if in the future the Government,
whoever is in power, would simply spend
less time in legislation and more in
administration it would be much better
for this State. We find that there is a
tendency in aill Parliaments, and I think

partculrlyin ours, to be always intro-
dulcing so8101me novelties, to get them on the
statute-book, and before these novelties
have had reasonable trial, members want
something else. So it goes on, and we find
statutes are passed year after year which
it is impossible to read thoroughly, let
alone to grasp even by those who have
to deal with them, and how the general
public are to handle them or escape
trouble sometimes I really do not know.
It seems to mie that we pass legislation
one session and the very next session we
are tinkering with it again. Look at our
statute- book at present, and it will be
found to be honeycombed with alterations
and amendments. Unless we are very
careful it will cause serious trouble to
those using them. It would be well to
have less of these novelties; and let us
simply encourage, as far as possible,
private enterprise, and throw as much as
we can upon the energies of the people.
We have a prosperous State, and I am
perfectly satisfied that in it we have great
potentialities of wealth. I think that our
goldfields at present are only scratched.
There are potentialities there, Our pas-
toral pursuits can be increased enor-
mously, and our agricultural pursuits also
can be increased. My respected friend
here (the Colonial Secretary) is well
acquainted with the South-West District,
where the country has been opened up by
leaps and bounds. It is very gratifying
to wy friend, and it must be gratifying
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to us too. There is great scope, great
potentiality. All it wants is enterprise
and the right stamp of men, with less
legislation and less crowding of the
statute-book. As I have done in the past,
I shall vote on all measures which come
before this Hfouse for what I consider
the true welfare of the State. I may say
before I sit down that I deplore the clap-
trap cry which is repeatedly raised against
this Chiamber that we are retarders of legis-
lation, that we are a stumbling-block,
that we are a set of fossils. If we ever
have erred, and we have erred repeatedly,
erred grossly in the past, it has been on
the side of liberality, giving way to
measures which we should not have
given way to. I think that we have
acted liberally, and in my opinion too
rapidly; but as to referring to us as
retarders of legislation, no act can be
pointed to in regard to which we have
reall 'y retarded legislation or retarded the
true welfare of this State. It is purely.
a ela p-trap cry. In conclusbn, I am
ehtirely in accord with the concluding
portion of this Speechat least: I join in
trusting that, aided by divine direction,
we shall materially advance the welfare
of the State.

HoN. G. RANDELL (Metropolitan):
There is little need for me to address
-myself to the proposals contained in the
Governor's Speech at length, as members
who have preceded me have dealt very
fully with , I1 believe, every question that
is included in its paragraphs. I would
like to join with members who have
spoken in condolence with our President
on account of his absence, and to join in
congratulating you, sir, on being elected
Acting President. I am very much of
the same opinion as the member who has
just sat down, and others who have spoken
at very considerable length, and who
have, I think, dealt fairly with the sub-
ject-matter included in the Address. To
go into the whole of the clauses em-
braced in these two pages is entirely
unnecessary, because wve shall Jprobably
have, at least I take it we shall have, in
due course of time the measures which
are suggested here placed before us in
Hills, and that will be a much better,
more effective, and more proper time for
dealing with them, when we are ac-
quainted with the details of those mea-
sures. We may perhaps now arrive at

conclusions that may be wrongwith regard
to them, for I think- the Speech bears on
the face of it vagueness in almost every
paragraph, and it will be impossible, I
consider, for anyone to express an opinion
upon the details of the measures to be
dealt with until a later period. With
reference to the attention which has been
drawn to the finances, I think it is a pity,
as members have already said, that the
present Government could not have seen
its way to keep within the bounds of the
revenue raised. It is most unfortunate,
especially for this country, that we should
be told there is a deficit on the year.
I am earnestly of opinion that it could
have been avoided. We have had no
information to lead us to believe that
the business of the country was not
sufficiently under the control of Ministers
to keep them within the bounds of the
revenue; and when we remember that
the expenditure has exceeded the revenue
by nearly iP130,000 the thing looks worse
still. The deficit is actually "5S,000,
but to that has to be added the surplus
which the Government had in hand.
The Government took office or at least
began the year-I am not quite prepared
to say they had it when they took office-
with that surplus. I think possibly they
had the surplus in hand when they took
office, and I consider it is to be deplored
that we are landed in a state of things
which has not existed since 1 believe
1897. [TuE COLONIAL SEcRETAILY: 1898.]
No; in 1898 we began to recover. I
think there was a great deal of trepida-
tion in the mind of the then Premier
with regard to the state of things, but he
faced the matter, and I think that before
1898 he had retrieved the position and
we entered on a period which can only be
characterised as a most progressive and
prosperous one. To get a setback in
1905 is a very serious matter for the
consideration of Parliament, and perhaps
the Government are right in inviting the
attention of Parliament and the country to
this state of things. I hope that we shall
seriously and earnestly face the position.-
I have not the slightest doubt that this
State cam very soon retrieve the position,
and instead of closing the year's finances
with a deficit, we can conclude the present
year with a surplus in hand. I suppose
it is not good government to close the
year with a very large surplus, unless
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there happens to be some windfall which
is not expected, and these do nut come
our wa *very often. Therefore the object
is to cut our garment as nearly as we
possibly can according to our cloth. We
find a Treasurer's estimate of surphus
sometimes as low as £1,000, sometimes
a little more, but generally speaking
Treasurers have followed Mr. Gladstone's
maxim and over-estimated the expenditure
and under-estimated the revenue, and
have managed to close generally with a
larger surplus than that promised to
Parliament. I did anticipate when
the Government took office they would
have refrained from going into the market
to borrow to a considerable extent; but
we find here that they are going to
emulate the example of some who have
gone before them and some of the
politicians in the Eastern States, and are
proposing to go ini for a large measure of
borrowing. I have always thought that
Australia is utterly wrong in the borrow-
ing proclivities which it has manifested.
I can only think the end of it will he
disastrous; at any rate I am quite sure
the position of these States by and by
will be very serious if this policy is con-
tinued. We ought to provide expendi-
ture fromn the enormous revenue the
Governments are getting out of the
people, considering the population and

comparing it with the older countries of
the world, in Europe for instance. They
should try to keep within the revenue,
and I am quite sure that a large number
of these public works could be provided
for from public revenue, without laying
up for themselves the trouble which I
anticipate will be met with in the future.
We learn from the Bill that passed
through the House this afternoon that
work which can by no means be described
as reproductive has been done by taking
money from loan funds. I refer to the
dredging and embankment in Perth
Water. It is a very desirable, useful, and
beneficial work, no doubt, to the in-
habitants of Perth, and it will, to some
extent, beautify the city, though artistic
eyes may perhaps object to the straight
lines our Government engineers are pro-
viding along the banks of the river.
When the work is finished, no doubt it
will be of great advantage and will confer
a great amount of pleasure on the citizens
of Perth, and to some extent to the

visitors who come here, and to the in-
habitants of other parts of the State;
but it is pre-eminently a work that should
be done from the current revenue of the
State. I certainly object to works of
this description or the erection of build-
ings being charged to loan funds. I
regret the Ministry have departed from
their original intention not to go into the
money market, at any rate not for more
than half a million of money a year.
This was first set out by the late Premier,
and apparently the present Ministry are
in accord with him in that matter. Ifall
these public works are to be undertaken
it implies borrowing large sums of money.
if we can obtain it from the London
market. Tbere seems to be some diffi-
culty as to whether we can go to the
English market with advantage for some
years to come. I am opposed to the
principle of extending the works over two
or three years. I was always opposed
to that principle. Sir John Forrest,
when he brought, forward his pro-
posals, must have known that they
could not have been executed in the Year
in which he applied for the money. I
think it is misleading, and I object to it
as it is fraught with danger and evil to
the community at large. I do not think
we should impose new taxation until it is
absolutely necessary; but there is one
thing: I think that if we do not institute
direct taxation, the Federal Government
will come in and anticipate us, and pro-
bably deprive us of a source of supply
which might be needful in the future.

HoN. M. L. Moss: You need not fear
that. The 'y have got these taxes all over
Australia.

HoN. G. RANDELL: I do not object
to an income tax if there be any necessity
for it, or to any direct tax imposed on
proper lines; but an income tax, to be
fair in its collection, should go down
much lower than some people anticipate
or intend it should. At any rate, it
should go down as low as.£150. Possibly
we may have a graduated income tax.
Most income taxes include something like
that. It is in the minds of some persons
who exercise a great influence on the
Ministry of the day that income secured
from personal efforts should be taxed
lower than that derived from rents or
other sources. I am entirely opposed to
a tax on unimproved land values. When
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we are trying to increase the number of
persons on the land it seems contra-
dictory; and I think it will have a bad
effect, and may possibly deter many
desirable settlers from coming here and
settling in our midst. Certainly it would
discount the remarks made by 'the Agent
Generalthat immigrants would be coming
to a country where there is no land or
income tax. I object to the word "unimn-
proved." Last session I pointed out that
it was a mnisnomer. At any rate, it does
not convey to many minds what is the
intention of the Government. I have no
hesitation in saying there is no such thing
as an unimproved land tar. Is it in-
tended to fix the values on the original
values fixed by the Crown, or on the
value now fixed by the Crown? If
the latter, there must have been im-
provement. At present, the proposal
to tax land is to be deprecated. There
is no need to say much about the Mlid-
land Railway purchase. If it will be of
benefit to the country I think every
member will agree the line and the lands
should be secured, if the terms be fair
and reasonable. I regret there is a
determination in some quarters to) force
the matter and get a hasty decision.
That is to be regretted, but I do not
think it will have any effect on the minds
of members in this House. We will
carefully consider the price named, and
will make ourselves acquainted with the
values fixed on the land and be able to
see, without any doubt, what we are
getting for the money before we pay. It
is desirable to get rid of a private coni-
pany running a railway between two parts
of our system; and no doubt the line
will be more helpful to the interests of
the State at large in the hands of the
Government than in the hands of a
company that appears to have been
inclined to disregard any duty placed on
it, and which has received at the hands of
the Government every consideration in
carrying out its enterprise. I think I
need say little in regard to the referendum.
We have had one specimen of a referen-
dum, and we do not want another. f
believe if we could reverse the decision
of that referendum to-day, the large
numbers who voted for Federation then
would be found voting against it to-day' .
This idea of a, referendum is taking out
of the hands of Ministers and Parlia-

ment, who are responsible, the control of
affairs and confiding it to the hands of
others who are apt to be led away by the
cry of leaders, and apt to arrive at con-
clusions without the opportunity of get-
ting the knowledge that members of
Parliament are able to secure. In that
sense it is an unsatisfactory method of

deaing with public questions that are
oiniieimportance to the interests of

the State. I look upon it as a piece of
impertinence-if I may be allowed to say
that of any matter in the Governor's
Speech--on the part of some people
to take uip this question in the
manner done. There has been no occasion
when this Council has stood in the
way of progress. We may have been of
advantage in the improving of measures
in the best interests of the country, and
whoever is elected to the Council should
endeavour to discharge that duty. It is
earniestly desirable that the franchise
should not be lowered. To have the two
Houses of Parliament upon the same
franchise, or very nearly so, seems to me
to be absurd. We see it operating in the
Commonwealth Parliament, where the
Senators are elected on the same suffrage
as the members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, though the former represent a.
State as a whole; and there we find a
condition of affairs which is not for the
benefit of Australia as a whole. I do

4not think it necessary to labour the
question. Every member will agree that
there is necessity to have a Chamber of
revision, and one that is effectual. If
both Houses were elected on the same
franchise there would be no necessity to
have the Houses sitting separately. It
would be better for them to sit together
and discuss matters and arrive at con-
clusions. But then, what would prevent
hasty and ill - considered legislation
coming into effect without any House of
review ? There would certainly be the
veto of the Governor; but hie would
hesitate to express that veto on a measure
passed by the Parliament of the country.
It would only be used by him as a last
resource. I am favourable to an amend-
ment of the licensing laws in the dimec.
tion of local option. We have at the
present time a local option law which is
useful if carried out; but our dependence
is largely on the magistrates, though I
am pleased to say they are realising the
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position now much more tban in years
gone by, so that there is some stop to
the indiscriminate granting of licenses
throughout the State. My view is that
we should educate public opinion. I
have told the temperance people that it
is the only way they can get a change
in the licensing laws that will be
beneficial to the people, for then it
will be carried out by public opinion,
which would be better than legislating
against public opinion. We may deplore
the curse of drink, but at the same time
we cannot get people to change their
ideas, except by appealing to their reason-
ing faculties. With regard to the pro-
posed Arbitration Act Amendment Bill,
we cannot Say whether it will be a
needful rni'asure or not at present; but
at present the Act is being administered
in a most efficient way. I regret to see
some of the expressions of opinion
emanating in certain quarters regarding
a Judge presiding over the Arbitration
Court; but I believe from what I read
a few days ago they are changing their
opinions, and seeing that the Judge is
endeavouring to administer the Act in
accordance with the spirit of the law and
justice and right to both parties. I cer-
tainlv think that the Judge is a man well
acquainted with the law and with busi-
ness, and he is satisfactory to the dis-
inter-ested people in the State.

Bog. M. L. Moss: It is a very thank-
less position to fill.

Hor. G-. RANDELLi: I think it is
desirable, if we can do so by any means,
to secure the construction of the Fort
Hedland railway. Port Hedland. is a
useful little port that a vessel can get
into very easily; and I feel certain that
there is a large amount of mineral wealth
in the country to be served by the rail-
way. Development will follow the con-
struction of the hune. It will be of
immense advantage to that part of the
country, whilst it will advance the
interests of the southern part of the
State. We must also take into con-
sideration the isolation of that district.
If we can by any means arrive at a fair
and reasonable arrangement to construct
the line, no member of this House will
hesitate to support it. We have sufficient
lawyers here with knowledge and skill.
Similar work for a syndicate has been
too much for one of the ablest men

in this country, but every care should
be taken that the agreement should be
fair, and that it should be carried out.
If we can do that, I do not see any great
difficulty in securing a proper agreement
for the construction of the line. At anyv
rate Parliament will be afforded an oppor-
tunity of considering it; and if the pro-

F osal when it comes before us is on the
ines indicated in the Governor's Speech,
I think it will be satisfactory. I do not
know anything that looks better on paper
than th proposal there set forth; and if
these proposed arrangements are) carried
out, I think nothing but good will be the
result. There are some members who
know better, perhaps, the potentialities of
the State: we certainly ought to develop
that district. We are placed in Parlia-
ment as members charged with the care
of the interests of the whole of the State,
and our endeavour should be to foster and
help in developing as fax as we can all the
interests of the State.

On motion b 'y HoN. 0. E. DEMPSTER,
debate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 18 minutes

past 9 o'clock, until the next day.

tegslti 55 r ni u.
Wednesday, 191h July, 1905-

Questions: Jandakot lailsmy, length end coat..
Midlnd SnwaCompany's Shares.. ..
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on.the Amendment moved by Mr. Moana
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disallow; Comeail's xnolnti os ecived..

MR. SPEAKER took the Chair
3.30 o'clock P.M.
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